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“In the fairy stories, naming is knowledge. When I know your name, I can call your name, and when I call your name, you’ll come to me”.

– Jeanette Winterson (from “Lighthousekeeping”)

The ease with which we can name familiar objects belies the complexity of this task. The ability to name all the items on my desk means that I have learned dozens of associations between the visual properties of each object and a series of sounds that I am able to both recognize aurally and produce vocally. This feat is even more impressive considering that, aside from rare cases of onomatopoeic names (e.g., “zipper”), the relationship between objects and their names is purely arbitrary. Furthermore, multiple items on my desk share the same name (e.g., “pen”) despite differences in visual properties, and I can call other objects by many different names that reflect a different level of specificity (e.g., “snack” vs. “wasabi peas”). Thus, naming is closely linked to the processes involved in categorization – I am typing on a “PC” and my office-mate is typing on a “Mac”, but these both belong to the same category and thus share the name “computer”.

So why do we give objects names? Aside from the obvious benefit of language in facilitating communication, having names may actually help us to know what things are. For example, recognition in non-visual modalities (e.g., taste, smell) is
dependent on the ability to consistently and accurately name items (Lehrner, 1993; Lumeng, Zuckerman, Cardinal & Kaciroti, 2005), and differences in flavor and odor recognition between children and adults depends on adults’ ability to name odors and flavors, rather than differences in sensory processing (Lehrner, Gluck & Laska, 1999).

Below I review work that addresses the role of basic-level category names in visual perception and cognition. This literature has traditionally focused on situations where we have names that are not being actively employed during a task, and how adding names to novel stimuli enhances performance. However, recent work has begun to ask whether overt naming influences performance, even when the act of naming is redundant. One study in particular makes an especially provocative claim, suggesting that naming shifts the representation of the object stored in memory toward the category prototype, resulting in reduced performance on a recognition memory task. The goal of my dissertation is to evaluate the representational shift hypothesis and test alternatives to this claim. Ultimately these experiments show that naming does not necessarily shift the memory representation toward the prototype, but rather that naming at the basic-level leads to a less salient and weaker memory representation because it is an instantiation of categorization that is performed relatively automatically.

---

There are multiple views of automaticity in the literature. According to one prominent view, “automaticity” refers to the presence of specific properties of performance; tasks that lack one or more of these properties can no longer be considered “automatic” (e.g., Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). An alternative approach is a process view of automaticity that proposes a gradient of automatic processes (e.g., Logan, 1985). The goal of my dissertation is not to test whether naming is or is not an automatic process according to a strict list of criteria, but rather to show that naming is more automatic – more rapid, effortless and incidental – relative to another task, in this case preference judgements.
What is a “Name”?

It has been suggested that a “label” is whatever feature systematically co-occurs with a category (Colunga & Smith, 2002; Lupyan, McClelland & Rakison, 2007). Because labels are correlated with all the features of the object they label, labels may be treated as pointers to important correlated properties (Billman & Knutson, 1996; Colunga & Smith, 2005) and may help reduce the variability in category representations when exemplars are initially very different (Lupyan, 2005). Indeed, in infant category learning associating visually dissimilar objects with a single label promotes the formation of a single category (Plunkett, Hu & Cohen, 2008), while presenting two objects with two different labels promotes individuation (Xu, 2002; Xu, Cote & Baker, 2005). One neurocomputational model of infant visual categorization based on self-organizing maps suggests that these effects arise because the label is an additional feature that is common to all objects in the category, thus increasing the similarity of objects from the same category (Gliozzi, Mayor, Hu & Plunkett, 2009). In this way infants may treat labels as additional features that are processed in the same manner as other features; correlations between labels and objects impact performance in the same way as correlations between visual features of the objects.

Although some models of adult recognition memory are consistent with this idea and represent category labels in the same way as other category features (e.g., Anderson, 1990; Hintzman, 1986), many studies suggest that category labels have a special status. For example, Yamauchi & Markman (2000) showed that during inference learning where participants had to predict the value of a missing feature
of an item given its category label along with its other visual features, participants made responses consistent with the category label despite contradictory similarity information from the other features of the stimulus. Furthermore, this effect was stronger when labels denoted the category name as opposed to the name of one of the features. Similar effects have also been observed in infants, where category labels guide inductive reasoning more than any other single object feature, overriding information about perceptual similarity (Dewar & Xu, 2009; Keates & Graham, 2008).

There is also evidence that verbal labels in particular have unique properties relative to other kinds of labels. Although infants initially accept a broad range of auditory signals in communicative contexts, this range narrows with development, such that by 20-months of age sound-object associations are no longer learned as well as word-object associations (Woodward & Hoyne, 1999). In fact, many developmental studies show that category formation is facilitated when a name is paired with objects from the same category compared with conditions where other auditory information (e.g., a tone) is paired with objects from the same category (e.g., Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Colunga & Smith, 2002; Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Plunkett, Hu & Cohen, 2008; Waxman & Markow, 1995; Woodward & Hoyne, 1999; Xu, 2002; Yoshida & Smith, 2005; but see Booth and Waxman, 2002, for evidence that object functions are as effective as verbal labels in infant category learning).

The distinctions between “label”, “verbal label” and “name” are often blurry. Here I use the term label to refer to any feature that systematically co-occurs with a category (Colunga & Smith, 2002; Lupyan et al., 2007), such as a sound, a colour or a
location in space. A verbal label is a label that takes the form of a word that can be written and spoken. A name is a verbal label by which an object is designated, called, or known at the category-level. Thus, names and verbal labels are to some extent synonymous. However, a further distinction must be made between “labeling” and “naming”. An object can be labeled in an infinite number of ways. For example, the same chair might be labeled as “the red one” or “mine”. However, the name of the object always remains “chair”. Although there can be names at different levels of abstraction (e.g., “fruit” vs. “apple” vs. “Granny Smith”), in general naming is more constrained than labeling, and people tend to use basic-level names when naming objects that are typical exemplars of the basic-level category (e.g., Jolicoeur, Gluck & Kosslyn, 1984).

Having Names

There is evidence to suggest that one consequence of having names for objects is that they are automatically accessed. In some situations this can be beneficial. For example, latencies to name a target picture are shorter when an accompanying distractor picture shares the same name or has a name that is phonologically related (e.g., bell vs. belt; Meyer & Damian, 2007; Morsella & Miozzo, 2002; Navarrete & Costa, 2005). Conversely, in visual search tasks search efficiency is reduced when distractors share the same name as targets but are not semantically related (e.g., baseball bat vs. the animal bat; Meyer et al., 2007). Thus, object names appear to become rapidly activated regardless of how this will ultimately impact performance.
This automatic access to names has consequences for perception and perceptual decision-making. As early as one year of age enhanced oscillatory gamma-band activity (measured with ERPs) is observed over visual cortex in response to objects for which the infant is familiar with the name compared with familiar objects for which the infant does not have a name (Gliga, Volein & Csibra, in press)\(^2\). In an fMRI study with adults, Tan and colleagues (2008) had participants discriminate between easy-to-name and difficult-to-name colour patches and found that perceptual discrimination for nameable colours evoked activation in regions involved in the colour naming localizer task. These results suggest that names and language can modulate perception and play a role in perceptual decisions when this information is available.

Such neural data is consistent with behavioral work on categorical perception, which refers to the finding that discrimination between two perceptually similar stimuli is easier when the stimuli cross a category boundary (see Davidoff, 2001; Masharov & Fischer, 2006; Ozgen, 2004; for reviews). Importantly, in studies using familiar stimuli the category boundary is determined by linguistic category, not perceptual similarity (Gilbert, Regier, Kay & Ivry, 2006; 2008; Goldstein & Davidoff, 2008; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Roberson, Davidoff & Braisby, 2000; Roberson, Pak & Hanley, 2008; Winawer, Witthoft, Frank, Wu, Wade & Boroditsky, 2007). For example, given colour patches arranged in a spectrum from blue to green, discrimination is fastest for a pair of stimuli when one stimulus

\(^2\) In adults the amplitude of this activity is correlated with familiarity (e.g., Busch, Herrmann, Muller, Lenz & Gruber, 2006; Gruber, Muller & Keil, 2002). However, for adults, objects which are familiar generally also have names, so these two contributions to the enhancement of gamma-band activity are confounded.
is categorized as “blue” and the other stimulus is categorized as “green” despite equivalent distances in actual colour-space between the pairs of stimuli. One explanation for categorical perception is that items in the same category are represented more similarly due to extensive practice categorizing these stimuli together (e.g., Goldstone, 1994; Harnad, 1987).

However, a recent study showed that belonging to the same conceptual category does not necessarily lead to differences in perceived similarity, as search for a novel target was faster when non-targets were from the same linguistic category (e.g., non-targets were “B” and “b”) compared to different categories (e.g., “B” and “p”), but perceptual judgements were equally fast for B-b and B-p pairs (Lupyan, 2008b). These results suggest that effects that arise when objects are from the same linguistic category are not due to long-term changes in the perceptual representation, where objects from the same category are represented as perceptually more similar. Nor is it sufficient that objects belong to different semantic categories. What is key is that these distinct semantic categories have different names. Indeed, the advantage in discrimination for cross-category pairs is reduced when participants perform a concurrent verbal task (e.g., holding a word in working memory), but not a concurrent visual task (e.g., holding a visual pattern in working memory; Gilbert et al., 2006; 2008; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Winawer et al., 2007), implying that the ability to utilize category names is necessary for categorical perception in humans.

3 Categorical perception has also been reported in animals (e.g., Maki et al., 2001; Wilson & DeBauche, 1981), in particular categorical perception of sound signals (e.g., Ehret, 1987; Morse & Snowdon, 1975; Nelson & Marler, 1989; Wyttenback et al., 1996). Although categorical perception in
Supporting this claim, studies using visual search arrays where the target and distracters come from either the same or different linguistic category find larger categorical perception effects when the target is presented in the right visual field (Gilbert et al., 2006; 2008) for rapid responses (Roberson et al., 2008). This right visual field advantage in categorical perception is presumed to arise because items presented in the right visual field have faster access to language processing in the left hemisphere. Interestingly, categorical perception of colours in toddlers is initially stronger for stimuli presented to the left visual field, but the right visual field advantage emerges once the toddlers have acquired the relevant colour terms (Franklin, Drivonikou, Bevis, Davies, Kay & Regier, 2008; Franklin, Drivonikou, Clifford, Kay, Regier & Davies, 2008).

In addition to simply having names, declarative knowledge of names may influence perception. Mitterer and colleagues (2009) had Dutch and German participants categorize yellow and orange hues. These hues were presented on pictures of four common objects: a banana (prototypically yellow), a carrot (prototypically orange), a sock (with no strong colour associations) and the center circle of a traffic light. Critically, the center light of a traffic light is called “yellow” in German and “orange” in Dutch, even though the objective colour of the center light of a traffic light is the same in both countries. If an ambiguous yellow-orange hue was presented, both groups were more likely to classify the hue as yellow if it was not attributable to verbal labels, categorical labeling is still believed to underlie the effect. For example, if a given dimension is most relevant for identifying a type of sound signal, selective attention to that dimension results in that dimension being treated as a “label” for that type of signal (Ehret, 1987). Alternatively, a “label” might take the form of the response: one sound might signal approach, while another sound signal might signal flee (Wyttenback et al., 1996). Names might be especially critical in human categorical perception because when language is available naming might become automatic, especially in experimental settings (Roberson & Davidoff, 2000).
presented on the prototypically yellow stimulus (and vice versa for orange).

However, if an ambiguous hue was presented on the traffic light, Dutch participants were more likely to classify the stimulus as orange, and German participants were more likely to classify the stimulus as yellow. Therefore, it is not just having different category names, but also declarative knowledge of the category name within a particular context, that can influence perception.

**Assigning Names to Novel or Unfamiliar Objects**

The studies reviewed above demonstrate that simply having names can influence processes that were believed to be purely perceptual, possibly because names are automatically accessed. Consequently it is perhaps not surprising that similar advantages in perception for novel or unfamiliar objects can be gleaned by assigning names to them. Indeed, categorical perception arises after categorization training with novel stimuli (e.g., Goldstone, 1994). Because in these training studies response keys are uniquely associated with each category, participants are in effect learning verbal labels (i.e., the name of the response keys) during training in addition to learning the categories themselves.

A particularly fascinating demonstration that categorical perception for novel stimuli depends on the presence of names comes from a recent paper by Kikutani, Roberson & Hanley (2008). First they show that categorical perception for a morph line of face identity in a two-alternative forced-choice sequential matching task arises when the endpoints of the morph line are known famous faces, but not when the faces being used to create the morph line are unfamiliar. However, when
participants passively view the unfamiliar faces with names for one minute prior to the matching task, categorical perception is observed. Critically, familiarizing participants with the unknown faces without names prior to the experimental task does not produce this effect. Therefore, briefly associating stimuli with names is sufficient to influence perceived similarity. Similarly, Lupyan and Spivey (2008) found that visual search for a novel target among very similar novel distractors was more efficient when participants were instructed to think of the target and distractors as rotated digital 2’s and 5’s, demonstrating that ascribing familiar names to novel stimuli improves visual processing by making perceptually similar stimuli appear more different.

Adding names to novel stimuli can also impact cognitive processes beyond the level of perception. For example, the presence of names can promote learning of novel categories even when the names are redundant and not necessary for the learning task. Lupyan, Rakison and McClelland (2007) had participants categorize novel “aliens” as those that should be approached or avoided. Critically, the responses being made in the training task were whether to move toward or away from the alien, so the response keys were not correlated with the categories⁴. After corrective feedback, a name for the category the alien belonged to was presented, or the alien moved to one side of the screen, representing the location where that category of alien lived. Participants who viewed a category name learned the categories faster and showed better transfer to new aliens not viewed during

---

⁴ Direction of movement depended on the location of the alien and the symbol representing the participant on the screen, such that both left and right movement could be either moving toward or away from the alien. Consequently, “left” and “right” could be the correct response for either category.
training. A similar advantage for names over non-verbal associative information was found for subjects learning to classify event sequences (Cabrera & Billman, 1996). These results indicate that, similar to the developmental studies briefly described earlier, verbal category labels influence category formation more so than other non-verbal semantic information, even when this non-verbal information is perfectly correlated with category membership.

Assigning a familiar name to a novel stimulus may also improve recognition memory by adding an additional distinguishing feature to the stimulus. Supporting this hypothesis, Musen (1991) asked participants to either generate a meaningful name or count the number of lines during encoding of random line patterns, and found that recognition memory was better for objects for which names were generated during encoding. On the other hand, Koutstaal and colleagues (2003) found that presenting stimuli from categories of ambiguous shapes with disambiguating category names (i.e. all the stimuli from the same ambiguous category were given the same name) led to worse recognition memory performance due to increased rates of false recognition (incorrectly responding that a new item was previously studied). They suggested that this increase in false memory for named items occurred because semantic category information provided by the name attenuated or truncated encoding of item-specific perceptual information. Therefore, assigning familiar names to novel objects can have different effects on recognition memory depending on how many items share the same name, similar to the fan effect where retrieval is impaired due to interference when multiple items
are associated with the same concept (Anderson, 1974; Anderson & Reder, 1999; Reder & Anderson, 1980; Reder, Donavos & Erickson, 2002).

**Calling Objects by their Names**

While it is clear from the above review that names exert a unique influence on how object categories are learned and perceived, what is less known is how overtly using names we already have influences cognitive processes. Certainly it may seem that actively naming should not influence performance beyond what happens when we simply *have* names, particularly given evidence that naming is automatic. For example, memory errors for ordered recall of briefly presented items tend to correspond to auditory confusions (e.g., recalling “B” instead of “D”) for letters (Conrad, 1964), words (Coltheart, 1993) and pictures (Coltheart, 1999; Sciano & Watkins, 1981), but this phonological similarity effect is eliminated if subjects are engaged in an irrelevant articulatory task (e.g., repeating a word or counting; Coltheart, 1993; Sciano & Watkins, 1981). Similarly, phonological similarity between objects presented in an array impairs performance at detecting whether objects are subsequently presented in new locations (Mondy & Coltheart, 2006), and concurrent verbal tasks (e.g., verbal shadowing) reduce accuracy for detecting an identity change but not a configuration change in change detection experiments (Simons, 1996), suggesting that participants automatically use names to encode objects in scenes.

A particularly elegant demonstration that naming is automatic was provided by Zelinsky & Murphy (2000) who showed that the amount of time participants look
at objects is directly related to the length of the name of the objects. They presented participants with displays containing 4 line drawings that were equated in visual complexity and typicality. Critically, the names for two of the objects were one-syllable in length, while the names for the other two objects were three-syllables in length. After the participant terminated the study display, a single item was presented, and participants had to judge whether that object had been presented in the preceding display. Although participants were not asked to name the objects during study, subjects made more fixations and had longer gaze durations for objects with three-syllable vs. one-syllable names. Moreover, there was a significant correlation between spoken name duration and object gaze duration: objects that take longer to name aloud were looked at longer. Interestingly, a similar effect was obtained by Noizet & Pynte (1976) in a task where participants were asked to simply recognize each object silently – there was no explicit response requirement, and objects did not need to be held in memory. Together these results suggest that participants automatically code objects verbally regardless of task demands.

Surprisingly, despite the fact that participants are likely implicitly accessing and generating object names, there is evidence that explicitly providing object names influences performance. For example, visual search efficiency is improved when participants hear the name of a familiar target or distractor during the onset of the search display, even though participants already know the identity of the target and distractors for that trial (Lupyan, 2008b; Spivey, Tyler, Eberhard & Tanenhaus, 2001). This is a case where the experimenter is providing the object name to participants. What happens when participants themselves overtly and
volitionally name objects? Although some studies have used naming as an incidental task to ensure that participants are paying attention to presented items (e.g., Seamon, Luo, Schlegal, Greene & Goldenberg, 2000), these studies do not make comparisons between naming and other encoding tasks. In fact, to date only two studies have explored this question. In these studies participants named familiar items with their basic-level names either prior to making a recognition memory judgement (Koutstaal & Cavendish, 2006), or immediately following encoding during the study phase (Lupyan, 2008). These two studies are described in detail below.

Koutstaal and Cavendish (2006) had participants view objects and make judgements about object size, then complete three blocks of recognition memory tests. Participants were required to make recognition memory judgements at either the conceptual (same category) or identical (same object) level, and the critical manipulation was whether the type of memory judgement in the third block was the same or different as the previous two blocks. They found that performing two blocks of conceptual old/new recognition led to an impairment at identical recognition (CC → I condition) compared to the case where participants performed three blocks of identical recognition (II → I condition). In other words, performing two blocks of identical recognition facilitated identical recognition in a third block. More interestingly, and critical to the current discussion, this difference was eliminated when participants named objects aloud prior to making their recognition memory response. The interpretation of this result was that naming enhanced
recognition memory by introducing new information that could help isolate the relevant items in memory.

However, closer inspection of the data for the experiment with naming vs. the experiment without naming suggests that the difference between CC → I and II → I conditions was eliminated with naming due to both an improvement in performance in the CC → I condition and a decrease in performance in the II → I condition, which is inconsistent with the idea that naming enhanced recognition memory - recognition memory performance actually decreased in the II → I condition when objects were named. Moreover, Koutstaal and Cavendish do not provide a comprehensive account for why naming exerted this effect on performance - it is unclear how naming would improve discrimination between targets and lures when targets and lures were from the same basic-level category that shared the same name. Nevertheless, more convincing evidence that naming might facilitate access to category-level information and increase resistance to forgetting was demonstrated by a comparison of performance in the CC → C condition between experiments with and without naming at test. In this analysis, the authors showed that a decrease in performance across subsequent conceptual recognition blocks was significantly reduced when items were explicitly named at test. In other words, naming objects at test facilitated memory for whether an object sharing the same name was presented at study.

Naming objects at test may help isolate cues that facilitate memory for object representations that possess category-relevant features (Koutstaal & Cavendish, 2006). In contrast, naming at study may modulate memory by influencing how the
object is encoded and thus the nature of the stored representation itself. Lupyan (2008) explored how overtly naming an object with its basic-level name at study influences recognition memory performance and obtained a particularly provocative result that will be the focus of my dissertation experiments. In Lupyan (2008) pictures of chairs and lamps were presented briefly (300ms) and then participants were asked to press a key denoting the name of the object (“chair” vs. “lamp”), or a preference judgement (“like” vs. “don’t like”). Each study item was matched with a critical lure that differed from the study item in subtle details such as the presence or absence of a feature (e.g., arm rests), or colour. All targets and lures were presented in a subsequent surprise recognition memory test where participants decided whether each presented item was old or new. Recognition memory performance was worse for objects that were named at study. Critically, this difference in recognition memory performance was driven by a difference in hit rates, where hit rates were lower for objects that were named, without a difference in false alarm rates. Lupyan (2008) also collected typicality ratings for his stimuli and found that hit rates were lower for objects that were rated as being more typical, and that this relationship between hit rates and typicality was stronger for named objects compared with objects for which preference judgements were made.

Lupyan (2008) proposed a representational shift hypothesis to account for these results. According to this hypothesis, activating category names produces top-down feedback that activates the visual features stored with the category from previous occasions. These features become coactive with the features activated by bottom-up processing of the recently viewed item. In other words, the bottom-up
representation of the object that was just seen is altered by top-down feedback invoked by the category label. The result is that when the same object is viewed during the recognition memory task, the object no longer matches the modified representation stored in memory. This study-test mismatch leads to a false sense that the old object is new, and thus a lower hit rate. This effect is modulated by typicality because typical objects have more features in common with the category prototype, and thus more features that can be modified when the prototype is activated by the category name.

Specific Aims

It is certainly interesting that overt naming appears to influence performance, even when these names are not adding extra information that can help perform the task. Moreover, the representational shift hypothesis is very provocative and intriguing, and may explain the results of studies described above where hearing the name of the target or distractor facilitates visual search: top-down feedback activated by the basic-level name may feed back onto lower-level visual representations, allowing more rapid perceptual processing of objects that are named (Lupyan, 2008b). The representational shift hypothesis also suggests that effects that depend on having access to names such as categorical perception may be modulated by overtly using category names during the task. More generally, the representational shift hypothesis, if supported, has implications for any cognitive processes that rely on object representations stored in long-term memory.
However, the representational shift hypothesis is not unequivocally supported by the data, nor is it the most parsimonious explanation of the data.

Experiment 1 will provide a replication of Lupyan (2008) and Experiment 2 will test whether this effect generalizes to a situation where all objects have unique basic-level names that must be generated by the participant. In addition, both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 test whether the effect reported by Lupyan (2008) is contingent on the type of lures being used. The remaining experiments (Experiments 3-6) test alternatives to the representational shift hypothesis that can account for reduced recognition memory performance (driven by a difference in hits) for objects that are overtly named. These alternatives are described in more detail below.

The representational shift hypothesis is centered on the effect of overt naming. Certainly it is difficult to dissociate the effects of naming and categorization because every act of naming is also an instance of categorization (Lupyan, 2005). This difficulty is evident in studies of categorical perception, where effects were presumed to arise because of categorization experience (e.g., Goldstone, 1994; Harnad, 1987) but access to category names has been shown to be a critical factor (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006; Kikutani et al., 2008). When categorization responses and category name are dissociated, names have been shown to uniquely influence performance (Lupyan et al., 2007), but in Lupyan (2008) naming and categorization are confounded: participants are classifying objects as chairs or lamps by pressing response keys. Therefore, the results of this study cannot be unequivocally linked to overt naming - representational shift might arise due to basic-level categorization
on its own. That is, it may not be the act of using the category name that is critical, but simply that objects are being categorized and thus considered at the category-level, which does not require attention to details that may facilitate later recognition when lures are highly similar to targets. This possibility is tested in Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 where tasks that involve basic-level categorization without naming are performed during the study phases.

A second criticism is that while representational shift is an intriguing and arguably more interesting hypothesis, simpler explanations for the naming effect have not been ruled out. One possibility is that the naming effect may be explained by a depth of processing account, where items presented during tasks that are more cognitively demanding are better recalled (Craik, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975). In the terminology of depth of processing, naming may lead to shallow processing because participants automatically name objects (e.g., Coltheart, 1999; Schiano & Watkins, 1981; Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000), so the overt naming response does not require additional effort. Thus, differences in performance between naming and preference may be due to an enhancement in performance when a more effortful preference judgement is made. Experiment 5 will support the depth of processing account by showing a gradient of recognition memory performance in this paradigm based on processing demands when a third study task is included. Experiment 6 will also support a depth of processing account by showing that memory performance is improved by the addition of the preference judgement, but is not reduced by the addition of a naming judgement, when multiple judgements are made at study.
It is important to note that the levels of processing framework has been heavily criticized (e.g., Baddeley, 1978; but see Lockhart & Craik, 1990) and transfer appropriate processing has been presented as a more general framework for understanding memory effects. According to transfer appropriate processing, memory performance depends not only on the nature of the encoding or study tasks, but also on the compatibility between study and test tasks (e.g., Morris, Bransford & Franks, 1977). In this view, naming may lead to worse recognition memory performance than preference judgements because the preference task may be better matched with the type of memory judgements that are required in this paradigm, where subtle differences between object features are relevant and category information is not ultimately informative. Although there are important distinctions between depth of processing and transfer appropriate processing accounts of memory effects, they cannot be distinguished in the present experiments where only encoding tasks are manipulated. Therefore, while I will focus on depth of processing, contributions to performance based on transfer appropriate processing are not ruled out. Importantly, the goal here is not to distinguish between depth of processing and transfer appropriate processing and determine which theory better accounts for the naming effect; the aim is to demonstrate that the effects attributed to representational shift following overt naming can be accounted for by more general principles of memory performance.

In sum, the following experiments will show that: the effect reported in Lupyan (2008) does not depend on the number of objects sharing the same name or the type of lures used (Chapter 2), reduced recognition memory performance is due
to basic-level categorization as opposed to overt naming (Chapter 3), and recognition memory is impaired after basic-level naming because naming at the basic-level occurs relatively automatically, and thus leads to less processing than the more demanding preference task, consistent with a depth of processing account (Chapter 4).
CHAPTER II

REPLICATION & EXTENSION

Experiment 1

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to ensure that the main result reported in Lupyan (2008) could be replicated. Experiment 1 will also be used as a basis of comparison for some later experiments. To this end, Experiment 1 was nearly identical to Lupyan (2008), with the exception that lures that were not matched to study items were also included because there is some evidence that false alarm rates to similar lures increase with hits more so when dissimilar lures are also tested (Malmberg, 2008). Thus, Experiment 1 also tests whether the inclusion of non-critical, dissimilar lures differentially impacts false alarm rates for named objects vs. objects for which preference is rated.

Method

Participants

Twenty members of the Vanderbilt community (11 male; mean age 23.4 years) were given monetary compensation for participation. Data from two participants were discarded due to timing out on over 20% of the study trials, data from a third participant were discarded due to accuracy less than two standard
deviations from the mean on the naming task, and data from a fourth participant were discarded due to below chance performance in the memory task.

Figure 1. Examples of target-lure pairs used in a) Experiments 1, 4-6, b) Experiment 2, and c) Experiment 3. The top two examples show a) chairs, b) exemplar-change pairs, or c) birds. The bottom two examples show a) lamps, b) state-change pairs, or c) dogs.

Stimuli

Stimuli were 100 colour pictures of chairs and lamps (50 pictures for each category) that were downloaded from the IKEA online catalogue (www.ikea.com). Each picture was 250 x 250 pixels in size and showed a single chair or lamp on a white background. There were 40 pairs of chair and lamp pictures (20 for each category), such that each target chair or lamp was matched with a critical lure. Paired lures differed from targets in small but noticeable ways. For example, paired
lures might be a different colour from the target, differ on a feature such as the presence or absence of arm rests, or have a different height-width ratio (see Figure 1a for examples). Pictures were randomly sorted into two sets, each containing ten target-lure chair pairs and ten target-lure lamp pairs. The 20 remaining pictures (ten from each category) were only presented at test as unrelated lures.

Procedure

There were two parts to the experiment. During the study phase participants were told that they would see pictures of chairs and lamps and be asked to make judgements about them as quickly as possible. Although they were not explicitly told that there would be a memory test, they were instructed to pay careful attention and try to remember as much as possible about each picture. Pictures were presented for 300ms followed by a question mark. Participants were told that responses would only be accepted when the question mark was on the screen, and that they should respond as quickly as possible. A tone was played if a response was not made within 700ms, at which point the trial timed out. These trials were not included in the study phase analyses.

There were two study tasks. In the naming task, participants pressed ‘1’ if the object in the picture was a chair, and ‘2’ if the picture was a lamp. In the preference task, participants pressed ‘1’ if they liked the object in the picture, and ‘2’ if they disliked the object in the picture. The response-key mapping was kept constant for all participants. Tasks were blocked and the object set assigned to each task was counterbalanced across participants. Task blocks were repeated twice during the
study phase. Task order and which object in a pair was the target or lure was also counterbalanced across participants. Prior to the experimental tasks participants were familiarized with the pace of the experiment with five practice trials. On the practice trials, participants saw pictures of different tables and pressed ‘1’ if the table was round, and ‘2’ if the table was square.

After the study phase participants performed a surprise recognition memory task. They were informed that some of the pictures would be exactly the same as those they saw during the study phase, some of the pictures would be new but very similar to the pictures they saw before, differing only subtly in details like shape or colour, and some of the pictures would be brand new. Pictures were presented on the screen one at a time and participants were instructed to press ‘1’ if the object was ‘old’ and the exact same picture they saw before, and ‘2’ if the object was ‘new’. Pictures remained on the screen until participants made a response. All 100 objects were presented in the recognition memory phase in random order.

Typicality Ratings

Typicality ratings were collected from a second group of ten participants from the Vanderbilt Community (6 male; mean age 22.6 years). Each item was presented one at a time and participants were instructed to rate the typicality of each chair/lamp on a 5-point scale (1 = very typical, 5 = very atypical). Pictures remained on the screen until a response was made. Object category was blocked, with each object presented twice during the block, and category order was counterbalanced across participants.
Table 1.  
Correct Response Times (and Standard Deviations) Recorded from the Onset of the Response Probe During the Study Phase for Each Study Task in Experiments 1-5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Task</th>
<th>Response Times (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>230.43 (102.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>338.24 (113.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>1002.91 (111.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>1043.62 (193.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>174.04 (76.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>267.90 (94.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category Induction</td>
<td>175.48 (64.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category-Matching</td>
<td>315.94 (143.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exemplar-Matching</td>
<td>323.95 (137.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>233.52 (74.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>347.82 (66.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour Judgement</td>
<td>253.92 (75.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Study Phase

Average accuracy on the naming task was 91.77% (SD = 5.31). Because there is no correct response for preference judgements, a reliability score was calculated for both the preference and naming tasks, which measures the percentage of times where the same response was given for both presentations of the same object. Reliability of preference responses was significantly greater than chance ($t_{15} =$
6.187, $p < .001$) indicating that responding in this task was not random. However, naming responses were significantly more reliable than preference responses (86.77% vs. 78.46%; $t_{15} = 2.545, p < .05$). Correct naming responses (recorded from the onset of the response probe) were also significantly faster than preference judgements ($t_{15} = 6.291, p = .001$; see Table 1).
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*Figure 2.* a) Overall memory performance (d’) and b) hit and false alarm rates on the recognition memory test for objects that were named vs. objects for which preference was rated in Experiment 1. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the paired-sample *t*-test. Error bars for false alarms for unrelated lures are standard error of the mean.

**Test Phase**

Performance on the recognition memory test is shown in Figure 2. Paired-sample *t*-tests confirmed that the naming effect observed by Lupyan (2008) was replicated: overall performance was better for objects for which preference judgements were made vs. objects that were named ($t_{15} = 5.736, p < .001$), and this difference was driven by a difference in hit rates ($t_{15} = 9.830, p < .001$). A one-way
repeated measures ANOVA on false alarm rates (naming vs. preference vs. unrelated lures) was significant ($F_{2,30} = 19.911, p < .001$), however post-hoc tests revealed that this effect arose because false alarms for named objects and preference objects were both significantly higher than false alarms to unrelated lures ($ps < .001$), but, critically, did not differ from each other. A similar repeated measures ANOVA on correct response times (RTs) revealed no differences in RTs between named objects, objects for which preference was rated, and unrelated lures (see Table 2).

Table 2.
**Correct Response Times (and Standard Deviations) on the Recognition Memory Test for Objects Presented in Each Study Task in Experiments 1, 3-5.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Task</th>
<th>Response Times (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>1125.69 (237.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>1102.78 (243.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated Lures</td>
<td>1133.82 (285.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>1343.50 (538.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>1303.05 (616.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category Induction</td>
<td>1248.82 (459.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category-Matching</td>
<td>1231.04 (435.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exemplar-Matching</td>
<td>1080.33 (314.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 5</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>1135.66 (279.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>1095.66 (223.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour Judgement</td>
<td>1158.48 (247.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Typicality Effects at Test

Average typicality ratings for chairs and lamps was 3.00 and 2.68, respectively. The difference in typicality ratings for chairs and lamps was not significant.
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*Figure 3. Correlations between Typicality and Hit Rate (left panel) and correlations between Typicality and False Alarm Rate (right panel) for objects that were named (black circles, solid line) and objects for which preference was rated (white square, dashed line) at study in Experiment 1.*

Correlations between typicality and hit rate (see Figure 3) revealed that overall hit rates were higher for atypical vs. typical objects ($r_{40} = .422, p < .01$). The correlation between typicality and hit rate was significant for named objects ($r_{40} = .379, p = .016$) but not for objects for which preference was rated ($r_{40} = .236$). However, as can be seen in Figure 3, the lack of correlation for objects for which
preference was rated may be due to a ceiling effect. In contrast to the results reported by Lupyan (2008), when typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict hit rates the analysis revealed that the interaction between typicality and study task was not significant \( p > .3 \). Thus, the relationship between typicality and hit rates was not significantly different between study task conditions.

The correlation between typicality and false alarm rate (see Figure 3) approached significance \( (r_{40} = -.307, p = .054) \), such that there was a trend toward higher false alarm rates for typical objects. Although the correlation between false alarm rate and typicality was significant for objects for which preference was rated \( (r_{40} = -.343, p < .05) \) but not named objects \( (r_{40} = -.168) \), when typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict false alarm rates the interaction between typicality and study task was not significant \( (p > .2) \).

Discussion

Experiment 1 partially replicated the main results of Lupyan (2008): recognition memory was worse for objects that were named vs. objects for which preference was rated, and this difference was driven by a decrease in hits for named objects, with no difference in false alarms. Not surprisingly, rates of false memory were higher for matched lures compared with the baseline false alarm rate (i.e., false alarms to non-matched, unrelated lures). Importantly, the inclusion of these non-matched lures did not lead to differences between the results of Experiment 1 and the experiments in Lupyan (2008). Therefore, unrelated lures are not included in the remaining experiments. Naming and preference responses not only differed in
how they influenced subsequent memory, but also differed in how fast and reliable they were during the study phase. Naming responses were significantly faster and more reliable than preference judgements. The implications of these differences in study phase performance are considered in Chapter 4.

Unlike Lupyan (2008), the relationship between typicality and hit rate did not differ between named objects and objects for which preference was rated, although there is a trend in this direction (the correlation is significant for named objects but not preference objects). Effects of typicality at test for all subsequent experiments are reported in Appendix A and are considered further in the General Discussion.

Experiment 1 established that the difference in recognition memory between objects that are named and objects for which preference is rated at study is replicable. Because Experiment 1 was nearly identical to the main experimental design of Lupyan (2008), these data will be used as a comparison for later experiments to determine whether the number of basic-level categories in the stimulus set influences recognition memory performance in this paradigm (Experiment 2) and whether different encoding tasks produce the same quantitative effects as naming (Experiment 4).

**Experiment 2**

In the experiments reported by Lupyan (2008), only two categories of objects were used. However, there is evidence that the number of items that share the same name can influence recognition memory performance. For example, in
studies where familiar category names are assigned to novel stimuli, recognition memory is enhanced when a unique name is assigned to each novel object (Musen, 1991), but recognition memory is impaired when multiple novel objects share the same name (Koutstaal et al., 2003). In Experiment 2 all objects will come from different basic-level categories to test whether the naming effect generalizes to conditions where objects from multiple categories are presented at study.

In addition, because only two categories of objects were used in the experiments reported by Lupyan (2008), the alleged naming task may essentially be a categorization task that does not tap into overt naming at all - participants were given two response keys and were told to classify the items. In Experiment 2 because each study object will be from a unique category, participants will respond by typing the first letter of the name of the object. As such, Experiment 2 will also test whether the naming effect in recognition memory arises when participants are required to actually generate basic-level names.

Finally, Lupyan (2008) suggests that because naming study objects does not influence false alarm rates, this effect cannot be driven by basic-level categorization (see Chapter 3). Nonetheless, there are several procedural differences between the traditional false memory experiments (e.g., Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004) and the paradigm used by Lupyan (2008). Most notably, Lupyan (2008) used lures specifically paired with targets, rather than lures that were simply categorically related to the target. Such a difference may impact whether and how different encoding tasks influence recognition memory performance. Indeed, Marks (1991) found that conceptual encodings were more effective as lures became
less similar to the studied pictures. Thus, Experiment 2 also tests whether the type of lure being used influences rates of false memory or general recognition memory performance in this paradigm by including both matched lures like those used in Lupyan (2008) and Experiment 1 and lures that are just categorically related to the targets.

Method

Participants

Seventeen Vanderbilt University undergraduates (2 male; mean age 19.1 years) participated in exchange for course credit. Data from one participant were discarded for naming accuracy that was more than two standard deviations below the mean.

Stimuli

Stimuli were 160 pictures of objects from the stimulus set created by Brady and colleagues (2008; http://cvcl.mit.edu/MM/download.html). Pictures were 256 x 256 pixels and showed a single object on a white background. There were two types of target-lure pairs (see Figure 1b for examples). For exemplar pairs, the target and lure were different exemplars of the same basic-level category. For state pairs, the target and lure were the exact same object in a different state or pose. Thus, the state pairs are analogous to the target-lure pairs used in Lupyan (2008) and Experiment 1, where targets and lures show the same object altered in a small
but noticeable way. There were 40 exemplar pairs and 40 state pairs, and each pair consisted of an object from a unique basic-level category. Stimuli were randomly divided into two sets with an equal number of exemplar and state pairs in each set. The object set assigned to each study task was counterbalanced across participants.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. For the naming task, participants typed the first letter of the name of the object. To equate response selection demands between the naming and preference tasks, instead of making “like” vs. “don’t like” responses for the preference judgements, participants were asked to rate how much they liked the object in the picture compared with other objects from the same category on a scale of 1-5 (1 = dislike, 5 = like). Because of the additional response selection demands for these tasks compared with Experiment 1, there was no response deadline during the study phase. In addition, no unrelated lures were included in the test phase, and the instructions were modified to reflect this (i.e. participants were no longer told that any of the pictures would be brand new).

Recognition memory is better when objects are from many different categories (Mandler, Pearlstone & Koopmans, 1969; Koutstaal et al., 2003; Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997). Therefore several changes were made to the study phase of Experiment 2 to increase the overall task difficulty: twice as many pictures were presented at study, each picture was presented once for only 150ms (vs. twice for 300ms in Experiment 1). In addition, unlike Lupyan (2008) and Experiment 1 where
the test phase immediately followed the study phase, the test phase in Experiment 2 was completed approximately 30 minutes after the study phase. During this time participants took part in another unrelated experiment.

Participants were familiarized with the pace of the experiment with five practice trials that showed pictures of chairs and lamps. Participants were asked to press ‘1’ if the picture was a chair, and ’2’ if the picture was a lamp.

To code correct responses in the naming task, at the end of the experiment participants were given a sheet that showed images of all the target-lure pairs used in the experiment and were asked to write the name for each pair of objects. Correct responses were coded based on how participants named the objects at the end of the experiment.

Results

Study Phase

Average accuracy on the naming task was 88.5% ($SD = 6.57$). Because each object was presented only once during the study phase it was not possible to compute reliability scores. There was no difference in correct RTs between the two tasks in the study phase (see Table 1).

Test Phase

Performance on the recognition memory test is plotted in Figure 4. 2 x 2 repeated-measures ANOVAs with factors Lure Type (exemplar vs. state) and Study
Task (naming vs. preference judgement) were performed on $d'$, correct RTs, hit rate and false alarm rate.
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**Figure 4.** a) Overall performance ($d'$) and b) hit and false alarm rates on the recognition memory test for exemplar and state target-lure pairs presented during the naming and preference study tasks in Experiment 2. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals of the paired-sample t-tests.

Overall performance was better for exemplar vs. state lure pairs ($F_{1,15} = 12.797$, $MSE = .348$, $p < .01$) and for objects that were named vs. objects for which preference was rated ($F_{1,15} = 13.474$, $MSE = .224$, $p < .01$). Critically, the interaction between Lure Type and Study Task was not significant. Paired-sample t-tests revealed that the naming effect (better performance for objects presented during preference vs. naming study blocks) was significant for both exemplar lure pairs ($t_{15} = 2.960$, $p = .01$) and state lure pairs ($t_{15} = 2.159$, $p < .05$).
Hit rates were lower for named objects vs. preference objects ($F_{1, 15} = 14.006$, $MSE = .008, p < .01$). Paired-sample $t$-tests revealed a significant difference in hits between objects presented in the naming vs. preference study tasks for objects paired with both exemplar lures ($t_{15} = 2.815, p = .013$) and state lures ($t_{15} = 2.522, p < .05$).

There were more false alarms for state lures compared with exemplar lures ($F_{1, 15} = 21.447, MSE = .016, p < .001$). Paired-sample $t$-tests revealed no significant differences in false alarm rates between study tasks for either lure type.

Table 3. Correct Response Times (and Standard Deviations) on the Recognition Memory Test for State and Exemplar Target-Lure Pairs Presented During Naming and Preference Study Tasks in Experiment 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Task</th>
<th>Lure Type</th>
<th>Response Times (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>1256.73 (408.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exemplar</td>
<td>1189.62 (407.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>1139.73 (367.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exemplar</td>
<td>1166.75 (375.82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correct RTs for all combinations of study task and lure type are reported in Table 3. The interaction between Lure Type and Study Task approached significance in correct RTs ($F_{1, 15} = 4.384, MSE = 8084.932, p = .054$). Although the main effect of Study Task was significant ($F_{1, 15} = 17.668, MSE = 4428.952, p = .001$), paired-sample $t$-tests revealed that correct RTs to objects from the naming block were slower than
correct RTs to objects from the preference block for state lure pairs only \((t_{15} = 3.967, p = .001)\).

**All Unique Categories vs. Two Categories**

Only data from state lure pairs were used to compare with Experiment 1 because these lures are more similar to the kind of lures used in that experiment. A 2 x 2 mixed-factor ANOVA on overall performance (d') with within-subjects factor of Study Task (naming vs. preference) and Experiment (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2) as a between-subjects factor revealed a main effect of Study Task \((F_{1, 30} = 28.216, MSE = .191, p < .001)\). The interaction between Study Task and Experiment approached significance \((F_{1, 30} = 3.913, MSE = .191, p = .057)\), but independent sample t-tests revealed no significant differences in memory performance between experiments for objects that were named vs. objects for which preference was rated. As can be appreciated in Figure 5, this suggests that the trend toward a smaller naming effect in Experiment 2 is due to both an increase in naming performance and a decrease in preference performance compared with Experiment 1.

A similar ANOVA on hit rates revealed a main effect of Study Task \((F_{1, 30} = 66.807, MSE = .007, p < .001)\) and, critically, a significant Study Task x Experiment interaction \((F_{1, 30} = 18.212, MSE = .007, p < .001)\). Independent-sample t-tests revealed that hit rates were significantly lower for named objects in Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2 \((t_{30} = 3.609, p = .001)\). There were no significant effects in false alarm rates.
**Figure 5.** a) Overall performance (d') and b) hit rates on the recognition memory test for objects that were named and objects for which preference was rated in Experiment 1 (where stimuli were chairs and lamps) and Experiment 2 (where every object came from a unique basic-level category). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the independent-sample t-tests.

**Discussion**

Experiment 2 shows that naming leads to worse recognition memory performance driven by a decrease in hit rates relative to preference judgements when participants need to explicitly generate basic-level names. In addition, Experiment 2 shows that this pattern of results is obtained regardless of whether lures are matched to targets (state lures) or are just categorically related (exemplar lures), indicating that the naming effect is not influenced by the type of lures being used. Although overall memory was worse for state lure pairs, this was driven by more false alarms compared with exemplar lures (which is not surprising, since
state lures look more similar to their matched targets). Critically, lure type did not influence the relationship between naming and preference.

Hit rates were higher in Experiment 2, where every object had a unique name, compared with Experiment 1 where objects were either chairs or lamps. There are several possible explanations for this result. According to the fan effect, retrieval is impaired when multiple items are associated with the same concept (Anderson, 1974; Anderson & Reder, 1999; Reder & Anderson, 1980; Reder, Donavos & Erickson, 2002). When all study objects are from only two categories, objects from the same category that already share many visual features are linked to the same conceptual feature – the basic-level name – during the naming task, possibly resulting in interference at test and reduced recognition memory performance. In Experiment 2, where every object had a unique name, memory may have been better because of less overlap in conceptual fans for named objects. However, although the difference between naming and preference in hit rates was smaller when objects that were named were no longer associated with the same names, this difference was not completely eliminated, indicating that the fan effect on its own cannot account for the naming effect. Performance differences between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 may also be due to the fact that actually generating the basic-level name was a more cognitively demanding task that improved subsequent memory (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; see Chapter 4). Alternatively, this difference in hit rates may just reflect that recognition memory in general is facilitated when objects are from many different basic-level categories (Mandler et al., 1969; Koutstaal et al., 2003; Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997), possibly due to a
memory benefit when encoding episodes are more distinct (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Klein & Saltz, 1976; Moscovitch & Craik, 1976).

Importantly, although there was an increase in hit rates in Experiment 2 compared with Experiment 1, the difference in memory performance between objects that were named and objects for which preference was rated was still significant. This is consistent with Craik & Tulving (1975) who showed that although increasing the uniqueness of encoding operations for a particular study task improved memory performance for objects encoded during that particular task, the ordering of different study tasks in terms of performance remained unchanged.

In summary, Chapter 2 provided a replication of the main result presented by Lupyan (2008), and showed that this effect is not dependent on the number of basic-level categories or the type of lures being used. The following experiments test whether overt naming itself is actually necessary for representational shift (Chapter 3), and whether there is an alternative, more parsimonious explanation for the pattern of results used to support the representational shift hypothesis (Chapter 4).
CHAPTER III

OVERT NAMING VS. BASIC-LEVEL CATEGORIZATION

The naming task in Lupyan (2008) is also a basic-level categorization task: participants are pressing keys to classify stimuli as chairs or lamps, and undeniably every act of naming is also an act of categorization (Lupyan, 2005). Thus, while it is possible that naming drives the decrease in recognition memory, it is also possible that the effect is due to basic-level categorization. The false memory literature finds that categorical processing disrupts item-specific recognition performance because of higher false alarms for lure items that are from the same category as studied items (Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997; Seamon et al., 2000). Moreover, processing study items at the category level has been shown to lead to an increase in false alarms (Koutstaal et al., 2003; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004). The explanation for this false memory effect is that considering objects at the category level leads to coarse encoding of only the features that are relevant to the category. As a result, objects from the same category that share the same category features are falsely recognized.

Lupyan (2008) posits that because the effect he observes is not in false alarms, the effect cannot be attributed to coarse encoding due to categorization and must instead be caused by representational shift following overt naming. But in the previous studies of false memory it is the categorical relationship between target and lures or the size of a category at study that are manipulated, not encoding tasks: false memory refers to the tendency to falsely recognize lures that are categorically
related to the target *relative to categorically unrelated lures* (Koutstaal & Cavendish, 2006; Koutstaal et al., 2003; Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997; Seamon et al., 2000; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004). These within-category false alarms increase as the number of studied items from that category increase (Koutstaal et al., 2003; Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997) and are modulated by the typicality of lures as exemplars of the studied category (Seamon et al., 2000).

In fact, only two studies of false memory for pictures report differences in false alarm rates *between study tasks*: Marks (1991) found higher false alarm rates following a conceptual judgement that required participants to access semantic information (e.g., “is it a mode of transportation?”) vs. a judgement about surface perceptual features (e.g., “is it red?”); Sloutsky and Fisher (2004) found higher false alarm rates for pictures of animals following a category induction task where an unobservable feature correlated with category membership compared to a task where participants judged the age of the animal or passive viewing. Critically, any conclusions about increases or decreases in false alarms between tasks necessarily depend on the two tasks being compared. Preference judgements are certainly not the same as surface-level perceptual judgements, naming does not necessarily probe semantic information, and neither of these tasks map onto the tasks used by Sloutsky & Fisher (2004). In short, there is no basis for predictions regarding differences in false alarms between naming and preference judgements, and not finding differences in false alarm rates between naming and preference judgements is insufficient evidence that the effect attributed to overt naming in Lupyan (2008) is not in fact due to basic-level categorization.
The following two experiments will test whether the reduction in recognition memory performance following naming observed in Lupyan (2008) can be attributed to basic-level categorization as opposed to overt naming by using tasks where participants must consider category membership (Experiment 3) or attend to category-level information (Experiment 4) without requiring an overt naming response.

**Experiment 3**

In category induction tasks, participants are told about an unobserved feature of a member of a category. They are then shown pictures of objects from the same category or a different category and asked if that object shares the unobserved property. This task is believed to be performed by first identifying the object as a member of a category, and then making inductive inferences on the basis of this categorization (Gelman & Markman, 1986; Rehder & Hastie, 2001; Ross & Murphy, 1996; Yamauchi & Markman, 2000). Categorizing stimuli is believed to lead to the formation of a gist or category-level memory trace because item-specific perceptual information is irrelevant to the categorization task (Koutstaal et al., 2003), and this ultimately leads to an increase in false alarms: any test object that shares the category-level information will be falsely recognized. Because category induction requires consideration of category membership, category induction should also lead to increases in false alarm rates. This hypothesis was supported by Sloutsky and Fisher (2004) who found that performing a category induction task led to an increase in false alarms in a subsequent recognition memory task relative to a task
where the judgement being made (e.g., “is the animal young?”) encouraged focusing on item-specific perceptual features, or compared with passive viewing.

In Experiment 3 participants performed three tasks at study: naming, preference and category induction. Birds and dogs were used as stimuli (as opposed to chair and lamps) because there is evidence that category induction is stronger for natural categories compared to artifacts (e.g., Gelman & Markman, 1986, 1987). If the category induction task leads to an increase in false alarms, while the naming task leads to a decrease in hits, relative to preference judgements, this would suggest that the effect of naming is distinct from memory effects related to basic-level categorization.

Method

Participants
Eighteen Vanderbilt University undergraduates (5 male; mean age 20 years), participated in exchange for course credit. Data from one participant were discarded for below chance performance on the memory test. Data from two more participants were discarded for accuracy on the category induction task that was more than two standard deviations below the mean.

Stimuli
Stimuli were 42 images of dogs and birds (21 images from each category), 250 x 250 pixels in size. Images were obtained from the internet and were edited in
PhotoShop such that each image showed a single dog or bird on a white background. There were 21 pairs of dog and bird pictures, where each target dog or bird was matched with a critical lure. Lures differed from targets in small but noticeable ways. Target-lure pairs consisted of dogs of the same breed or birds of the same species (see Figure 1c for examples). A given breed or species was only used to create one target-lure pair. One additional bird and dog image were created to use as an example during the instructions that preceded the category induction block. This bird and dog were not the same breed/species as any of the target-lure pairs, and this image was not presented at test. Images were sorted into three sets of 14 pairs (seven dog pairs, seven bird pairs). For each participant an object set was assigned to each of the three study tasks. The object set assigned to each task, task order, which object in the pair was the target and which was the lure were all counterbalanced across participants. The target category in the category induction task was randomized, such that the target was “dog” for half of the subjects and “bird” for the other half.

Procedure

There were two parts to the experiment. The study phase was identical to Experiment 1, with the exception that a third study task, category induction, was included in addition to the naming and preference tasks. The category induction task was based on the procedure used by Sloutsky & Fisher (2004). At the beginning of the block, participants were shown a picture of a dog (or bird) and told that the animal in the picture “has beta cells in its body”. For the subsequent pictures in the
block, participants were instructed to determine which other animals also have beta cells. They were instructed to press ‘1’ if they thought the animal in the picture had beta cells, and ‘2’ if they thought the animal did not have beta cells. Correct responses were based on category membership, such that if a dog was presented during the instructions, participants should have responded that all dogs, but no birds, have beta cells. Corrective feedback (the word “correct” or “incorrect” presented for 500ms) was provided after each trial to ensure that participants learned to make the induction on this basis.

Task blocks were repeated twice during the study phase. Prior to the experimental tasks participants were familiarized with the pace of the experiment with five practice trials that were identical to the practice trials in Experiment 1.

After the study phase participants performed a surprise recognition memory task that was identical to Experiment 2. All 84 objects were presented in the recognition memory phase in random order.

Results

Study Phase

Average accuracy on the naming task (93.95%; $SD = 4.97$) and the category induction task (94.68%; $SD = 4.09$) did not differ from each other. A repeated-measures ANOVA on reliability scores revealed no significant differences in reliability between the study tasks (naming: 90.16%; preference: 83.50%; category induction: 90.22%). However, a similar ANOVA on correct study RTs revealed
significant differences in RTs between tasks ($F_{2,28} = 15.628, MSE = 2775.825, p < .001$; see Table 1). Paired-sample $t$-tests indicated that RTs to rate preference were significantly slower than RTs on the naming task ($t_{14} = 4.263, p = .001$) and the category induction task ($t_{14} = 4.473, p = .001$). RTs did not differ between the naming and category induction tasks.

**Test Phase**

Performance on the recognition memory test is shown in Figure 6. A repeated-measures ANOVA on $d'$ (naming vs. preference vs. category induction) revealed a significant effect of study task on recognition memory performance ($F_{2,28} = 5.297, MSE = .343, p = .011$). Paired-sample $t$-tests indicated that performance was significantly better for objects studied in a preference block compared with objects that were studied in a naming block ($t_{14} = 3.260, p < .01$) or category induction block ($t_{14} = 2.269, p < .05$). Recognition memory performance did not differ between objects studied in naming vs. category induction blocks.

Similar ANOVAs on hit and false alarm rates revealed a significant effect of study task on hit rate ($F_{2,28} = 31.092, MSE = .014, p < .001$). Paired-sample $t$-tests indicated that hit rate was significantly higher for objects studied in a preference block compared with objects that were studied in a naming block ($t_{14} = 8.189, p < .001$) or category induction block ($t_{14} = 5.107, p < .001$). Hit rates did not differ between objects that were studied in naming vs. category induction blocks.

Study task also had a marginally significant effect on false alarm rates ($F_{2,28} = 3.253, MSE = .016, p = .054$). Surprisingly, paired-sample $t$-tests revealed that there
were significantly more false alarms for objects studied in the preference block compared with objects that were named ($t_{14} = 2.167, p < .05$).

Study task did not have a significant effect on correct RTs (see Table 2).
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*Figure 6.* a) Overall memory performance ($d'$) and b) hit and false alarm rates in the recognition memory test for objects presented during each study block (naming, preference and category induction) in Experiment 3. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals of the within-subjects effect.

**Discussion**

Experiment 3 replicated the difference in memory for objects that are named vs. objects for which preference is rated reported in Lupyan (2008) and Experiment 1 using a different set of stimuli, birds and dogs. As in Lupyan (2008) and Experiment 1, this difference in recognition memory performance between naming and preference study tasks was driven by a difference in hit rates. In contrast to these previous experiments, in Experiment 3 a significant difference in false alarm
rates was also observed between objects that were named and objects for which preference was rated. However, this difference was in the opposite direction than what might be predicted based on the false memory literature: there were more false alarms for lures that matched preference objects vs. named objects. Thus, worse recognition memory performance for named objects was still exclusively driven by a difference in hit rates. More interestingly, Experiment 3 showed the same pattern of performance – worse recognition memory driven by a difference in hit rates – when objects from the preference study task were compared with objects from the category induction study task. This suggests that the pattern of results that Lupyan (2008) argues must be due to overt naming also arises due to consideration of category membership on its own, without an overt naming response.

However, an alternative possibility is that because participants were required to make an induction based on category membership, participants may have simply re-coded the response keys for “yes” and “no” to “bird” and “dog” (or “dog” and “bird”, depending on the target category). This could be especially likely in the second block of category induction because participants had presumably already learned the induction rule in the first block. Indeed, performance on this task was very high, indicating that participants learned the induction rule very quickly. Thus, participants may have been making naming responses despite the response labels given in the instructions.
Experiment 4

Experiment 4 provides a second test of the hypothesis that impaired recognition memory following naming can also arise due to basic-level categorization on its own. In this experiment participants performed a sequential matching task with chairs and lamps. In one block participants were instructed to judge whether two sequentially presented items were from the same category (category-matching); attending to category-level information may be similar to naming since this is the level at which the objects were being named in the previous experiments. In the second block participants were instructed to judge whether two sequentially presented items were the exact same exemplar (exemplar-matching), requiring attention to the details of the exemplar itself; this may be similar to preference judgements because of the requirement to consider the specifics of the presented object – this is a chair vs. I like this chair. Importantly, two items were presented on every trial and whether the second item was a chair or lamp did not correlate with whether the correct response was “same” or “different”, making it impossible for participants to re-map the response keys as “chair” and “lamp”.

Methods

Participants

Twenty-four Vanderbilt undergraduates (10 male; mean age 21.1 years) received course credit in exchange for participation in this experiment. Data from four participants were discarded for below chance performance on the memory test.
Stimuli

Stimuli were 144 colour pictures of chairs and lamps (72 from each category; 36 target-lure pairs) that were obtained in the same manner as Experiment 1. Pictures were sorted into four sets. Two sets contained 20 target-lure pairs and were designated as “target sets”. Two other sets contained 16 target-lure pairs and were designated as “non-critical sets”. One target set and one non-critical set were assigned to the category-matching block and exemplar-matching block for each participant. Set assignment was counterbalanced.

During the study phase both target and lure objects from the non-critical set were presented once. Only the target items from the target sets were presented (assignment as a target or lure was counterbalanced), and these objects were displayed twice, with both presentations in the same trial.

Procedure

On each trial participants saw a fixation cross (500ms) followed by the first image (300ms), then a random pattern mask was presented (500ms), followed by the second image (300ms). A question mark was then displayed, cueing participants to respond. Participants were instructed that responses would only be accepted when the question mark was on the screen. Participants had 700ms to respond, and they heard a tone if they responded too slowly at which point the trial timed-out. Time-out trials were not included in study phase analyses. In the category-matching block participants were instructed to press ‘1’ if the two objects were from the same
basic-level category, and '2' if the two objects were from different basic-level
categories; in the exemplar-matching block participants were instructed to press ‘1’
if the two objects were the exact same object, and ‘2’ if the two objects differed in
any way. Participants completed one block of exemplar-matching and one block of
category-matching, with task order counterbalanced across participants. A five-trial
practice block where participants had to decide if two sequentially presented tables
were the same or different shape preceded the experimental blocks to familiarize
participants with the pace of the experiment.

There were 52 trials in each task block. The different trial types and their
frequency for the category-matching and exemplar-matching blocks are illustrated
in Figure 7. In both blocks there were 20 critical target trials (created with targets
from the target object set). On these trials the exact same object was presented
twice and the correct response was “same” (the exact same object is both the same
exemplar and the same category). The remaining 32 trials in each block were
created from objects in the non-critical object set and were designed to create either
a category-matching or exemplar-matching context. For category-matching blocks
the remaining 32 trials consisted of 16 non-critical “same” trials, where the two
objects were different exemplars from the same category, and 16 “different” trials,
where the two objects were from different categories. For the exemplar-matching
block the non-target trials consisted of target-lure pairs from the non-critical object
set, and required a “different” response. In this way very subtle differences needed
to be detected on different trials in the exemplar-matching block, and participants
could not rely on global similarity. Prior to the experiment participants were shown
examples of same and different trials for each type of matching judgment so they were aware of the kind of subtle differences that would need to be detected during the exemplar-matching block. Although the overall proportion of same and different trials differed between the category-matching and exemplar-matching blocks, the critical target trials were identical: both blocks contained the same number of trials where the same object was presented twice within the same trial and where the correct response was "same," and these are the critical trials that were later tested for recognition. The difference between blocks was necessary to create the different contexts in which the critical target trials were presented.

Figure 7. Trial types and their frequencies in category-matching (left) and exemplar-matching (right) study blocks in Experiment 4. Both blocks contained an equal number of critical target trials (bordered in orange).
Matching blocks were followed by a surprise recognition memory test that was identical to the previous experiments. Recognition memory was only tested for objects presented on critical target trials, resulting in a total of 80 test trials (the 20 target set items from each study block and their matched lures).

Results

Study Data

Accuracy was significantly higher for category-matching (93%; $SD = 3.61$) vs. exemplar-matching (87%; $SD = 4.61$; $t_{19} = 4.46$, $p < .001$). Correct RTs did not differ between tasks (see Table 1).

Test Data

Performance on the recognition memory test is plotted in Figure 8. Paired-samples $t$-tests revealed a trend toward better overall recognition memory performance ($d'$) for objects presented in the exemplar-matching block vs. objects presented in the category-matching block ($t_{19} = 2.03$, $p = .056$). In addition, there was a significant difference in correct RTs in the test block (see Table 2), with slower performance for objects presented in the category-matching block ($t_{19} = 2.869$, $p = .01$). This suggests that some of the effect occurred in RTs, as opposed to just $d'$ as in Experiments 1 and 2.

There was a significant difference in both hit rates and false alarm rates, with more hits for objects in the exemplar-matching block vs. category-matching block.
\( t_{19} = 4.66, p < .001 \). Unexpectedly, the difference in false alarm rates was also driven by more false alarms for items in the exemplar-matching vs. category matching block \( t_{19} = 2.90, p < .01 \).

\[ \text{Figure 8. a) Overall performance (d') and b) hit and false alarm rates on the recognition memory test for objects presented in the category-matching and exemplar-matching study blocks in Experiment 4. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the paired-sample t-tests.} \]

\textit{Sequential Matching vs. Naming/Preference}

It was hypothesized that requiring attention at the category-level vs. exemplar-level would produce the same effect in recognition memory performance as making naming vs. preference judgements. Performance in Experiment 4 was compared with performance in Experiment 1 (see Figure 9) to determine whether and how making sequential matching judgements led to quantitatively different results than making naming and preference responses. If overall performance is
worse for objects that were named compared with objects that were matched at the category level, this would suggest that although category-matching and exemplar-matching led to the same qualitative results as naming and preference, naming influences recognition memory more than basic-level categorization.

A 2 x 2 mixed-factor ANOVA with within-subjects factor Task (naming/category-matching vs. preference/exemplar-matching) and Experiment (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 4) as a between-subjects factor revealed a significant main effect of Task ($F_{1, 34} = 34.937$, $MSE = .130$, $p < .001$), a main effect of Experiment ($F_{1, 34} = 19.677$, $MSE = .199$, $p < .001$) and a significant interaction between Task and Experiment ($F_{1, 34} = 11.618$, $MSE = .130$, $p < .01$), such that the difference in recognition memory performance between study tasks was smaller in Experiment 4 than Experiment 1.

Independent samples $t$-tests comparing performance on naming vs. category-matching and preference vs. exemplar matching revealed that performance was significantly higher for objects in the preference condition in Experiment 1 compared with objects that were matched at the exemplar level in Experiment 4 ($t_{1, 34} = 4.929$, $p < .001$). Critically, there was no difference in performance between objects that were named in Experiment 1 and objects that were matched at the category level in Experiment 4. These results suggest that the smaller difference in overall memory performance between category-matching and exemplar-matching in Experiment 4 compared with the difference between naming and preference in Experiment 1 is due to lower performance for objects in the exemplar-matching task.
vs. the preference judgement task, rather than a difference in performance for objects in the naming vs. category-matching tasks.

Figure 9. Comparison of overall memory performance (d') between Experiments 4 (category-matching and exemplar-matching study tasks) and Experiment 1 (naming and preference study tasks). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals of the independent-sample t-tests.

Discussion

In Experiment 4 recognition memory performance was worse for objects presented in the context of category-matching vs. objects presented in the context of exemplar-matching, and this difference was driven by a difference in hit rate. Like Experiment 3, although a difference in false alarm rates was observed, this was in the opposite direction than what might be predicted based on the false memory literature: false alarms were higher for objects presented during exemplar-
matching. Thus, lower performance for objects matched at the category level was exclusively driven by a lower hit rate.

Together, the results of Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrate that, in contrast to the claim made by Lupyan (2008), overt naming is not required to obtain the pattern of results used to support the representational shift hypothesis: differences in recognition memory performance driven by differences in hit rates can be obtained in tasks that require basic-level processing but where the response labels are not category names (Experiment 3 and Experiment 4), and where category does not correlate with the correct response keys (Experiment 4). Additionally, in Experiment 3 performance for objects presented during the category induction task was not significantly different from performance for objects that were named, and memory performance did not differ between objects that were named in Experiment 1 and objects that were matched at the category-level in Experiment 4. Thus, overt naming does not disrupt recognition memory more than other basic-level processing tasks.

The results of Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 also suggest that tasks that encourage category-level processing do not necessarily lead to an increase in false alarms relative to other tasks. Neither the category induction task nor the category-matching task led to increases in false alarms relative to the other study tasks in those experiments. Therefore increases in false memory for categorically related lures (e.g., Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997; Koutstaal et al., 2003) is not necessarily an outcome of explicitly focusing on the category-level information during encoding. Furthermore, whether a given task leads to an increase in false alarms relative to
another task depends on the specific tasks being compared: category induction did not lead to more false alarms than the other study tasks in Experiment 3, despite the fact that this task has been linked to increases in false alarms in previous work (Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004).

In sum, Chapter 3 establishes that if differences in recognition memory performance driven by differences in hit rates are indicative of representational shift, then representational shift does not depend on overt naming but occurs whenever a memory representation is processed at the basic-level. Chapter 4 addresses a possible alternative to the representational shift hypothesis that may account for this pattern of results.
CHAPTER IV

DEPTH OF PROCESSING ACCOUNT OF THE NAMING EFFECT

It is difficult to draw conclusions about processing based on differences between study tasks because such a comparison always depends on the specific tasks being compared: naming leads to worse memory performance compared with preference judgements, but may lead to better performance compared with another encoding task; this difference in performance between objects presented during naming and preference study tasks might arise because naming impairs recognition memory, but could also arise if preference judgements enhance recognition memory. Traditionally the effects of different encoding tasks on subsequent memory have been investigated in experiments where participants study word lists. The general finding is that memory is worse for words where participants are asked to make a surface level judgement (e.g., is the word written in upper-case or lower-case; shallow encoding) compared to words where participants make judgements that tap into conceptual processing, such as judgements about the meaning of the word (deep encoding; see Craik & Lockhart, 1972 and Craik, 1979, for reviews), when memory is tapped by a recognition memory task (Lockhart & Craik, 1990).

Chapter 3 demonstrated that naming leads to the same degree of memory impairment as basic-level processing. Although conceptual processing is a deep encoding strategy (Craik, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975), semantic processing may not facilitate recognition if it is not useful in differentiating
targets and lures (Moscovitch & Craik, 1976; Morris et al., 1977). Because targets and lures are from the same category, such conceptual information may not be beneficial in the paradigm being used here. Furthermore, in classic depth of processing experiments the conceptual tasks go beyond a basic-level name, and instead ask specific questions about meaning, often aimed at levels of abstraction other than the basic-level (e.g., “Is it a kind of furniture?” requires knowledge about the superordinate category). Since for most objects the basic-level is the entry level of processing (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976), processing objects at a level of abstraction other than the basic-level requires more time and effort (Jolicouer et al., 1984). Indeed, basic-level categorization may occur relatively automatically (Grill-Spector & Kanwisher, 2005; Mack, Gauthier, Sadr & Palmeri, 2008).

Therefore, naming may be a relatively shallow task because it may be relatively automatic (e.g., Coltheart, 1999; Schiano & Watkins, 1981; Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000). If pictures of objects automatically activate their names (e.g., Meyer et al., 2007; Meyer & Damian, 2007), then better recognition memory performance following preference judgements vs. naming could be explained by a depth of processing account: performance might be better for objects where preference judgements are made because the preference task is more effortful than naming, and thus leads to a stronger and more persistent memory trace (Craik, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975).

Lupyan (2008) argues that the naming effect cannot be explained by a depth of processing account because the same effect was obtained in an experiment where
preference and naming trials were randomized, and participants were not aware of which type of response they would need to make until after the object was removed from the display. Crucially, however, this only equates encoding processes, not differences in post-encoding processing that may be driven by differences in task demands. Indeed, depth of processing is often associated with longer response times (Craik & Tulving, 1975), and response times were longer for preference vs. naming responses during the study phase in both Experiments 1 and 3 (see Table 1), and the majority of experiments reported by Lupyan (2008) despite the fact that responses were made after the image was removed from the screen. Additionally, preference responses were less reliable than naming responses during the study phase in Experiment 1. One possible explanation for this difference in reliability is that participants were still considering the object during the second presentation and reversing their original decision about whether they liked it or not. According to depth of processing, such additional contemplation of the object would result in better encoding. Moreover, comparisons between Experiment 1 and Experiment 4 revealed that preference judgements led to significantly better performance than exemplar matching. This could also be consistent with greater depth of processing for preference judgements: the exemplar-matching task only required attending to physical properties of the objects, whereas a preference judgement requires considering not only the physical properties themselves, but also how one feels about them (i.e., self-reference effect; Symons & Johnson, 1997).

The following two experiments will test a depth of processing account of the naming effect that is contingent on the automaticity of naming. Experiment 5
includes a classic depth of processing manipulation (surface-level judgement) in addition to naming and preference study tasks to explore whether recognition memory performance adheres to predictions based on depth of processing. Experiment 6 investigates whether differences in performance between naming and preference are driven by impairment following naming or improvement following preference judgements.

**Experiment 5**

According to depth of processing, retention depends on both the qualitative nature of encoding, where any degree of conceptual analysis is more beneficial than structural analysis, and the amount of encoding, where multiple encoding tasks lead to more processing and thus better retention (Craik, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975). Therefore, depth of processing predicts a gradient of performance based on the type and number of encoding tasks. In Experiment 5 participants named objects, made preference judgements about objects, or judged whether objects were in any colour or were neutral (black/white/beige). If naming is automatic (e.g., Coltheart, 1999; Schiano & Watkins, 1981; Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000) then the colour judgement task will in essence consist of both naming (automatic) and the additional colour response. Because the colour judgement task will therefore be two tasks, performance should be better following colour judgements vs. following naming, even though colour judgement is a surface-level, shallow processing task (Banks & Barber, 1977; Treisman & Gormican, 1988). At the same time, depth of processing predicts that performance following colour
judgements will be lower than performance following preference judgements because the colour judgement is a shallow processing task while preference involves deeper encoding – participants must consider why they like the object, producing a self-reference effect (Symons & Johnson, 1997). Thus, a depth of processing account predicts a gradient of recognition memory performance with the lowest performance for objects that are named (one shallow processing task), followed by objects where a colour judgement is made (two shallow processing tasks), followed by objects for which preference is rated (one shallow processing task and one deep processing task).

Method

Participants

Eighteen members of the Vanderbilt community (9 male; mean age 22.5 years) participated in exchange for monetary compensation. Data from one participant were discarded for over 20% timeouts during the study phase. Data from a second and third participant were discarded for accuracy less than two standard deviations below the mean on the naming and colour judgement tasks, respectively.

Stimuli

Stimuli were 84 colour pictures of chairs and lamps (21 target-lure pairs for each category) obtained in the same manner as Experiment 1. Pictures were
randomly sorted into three sets, each containing seven target-lure pairs from each category.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to Experiment 3, except a colour judgement task was used instead of the category induction task. In the colour judgement task, participants pressed ‘1’ if the object in the picture was a colour, and ‘2’ the object was neutral (gray/beige/black/white). Note that this task does not require a response based on the specific colour of the study item, and so does not necessitate elaborative processing of the specific item or explicitly require a response about a dimension that might be relevant (although a target and lure could differ in terms of colour, both items in the pair were either two different colours, or two different neutral shades).

Results

Study Phase

Accuracy for naming and colour judgements were 91.53% ($SD = 6.60$) and 85.20% ($SD = 11.24$) respectively, and this difference was not significant. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no difference in reliability between the study tasks (naming: 86.73%; preference: 83.80%; colour: 83.80%).

There was, however, a significant difference between the study tasks in correct RTs ($F_{2,28} = 70.721, p < .0001$). Paired $t$-tests between all pairs of study tasks
revealed that preference judgements were slower than both naming and colour judgements (preference vs. naming: $t_{14} = 10.074, p < .0001$; preference vs. colour: $t_{14} = 10.007, p < .0001$), and there was a trend for naming judgements to be faster than colour judgements ($t_{14} = 2.056, p = .059$). Correct RTs for all study tasks are reported in Table 1.

**Test Phase**

Performance on the recognition memory test is plotted in Figure 10. A repeated-measures ANOVA on performance ($d'$) in the recognition memory task revealed a significant effect of task ($F_{2, 28} = 8.653, p = .001$). Paired-sample $t$-tests comparing each pair of study tasks showed that participants had lower recognition memory for objects that were named compared to objects for which preference judgments were made ($t_{14} = 4.050, p = .001$) and there was a trend for worse memory performance for objects that were named compared to objects for which colour judgments were made ($t_{14} = 2.034, p = .061$). Recognition memory was also poorer for objects for which colour judgments were made compared to preference judgements ($t_{14} = 2.175, p < .05$).

Subsequent analyses of hit and false alarm rates revealed that these differences in recognition memory performance arose because of differences in hits between study task conditions ($F_{2, 28} = 17.860, p < .0001$), such that there was a
significant difference in hits between all pairs of tasks \((ps < .01)\). There were no significant differences in false alarms\(^5\).

There were no significant differences in correct RTs at test between study task conditions (see Table 2).
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**Figure 10.** a) Overall performance and b) hit and false alarm rates on the recognition memory task in Experiment 5 for objects presented during each study task (naming, preference judgements, colour judgements). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals of the within-subjects effects.

**Discussion**

The results of Experiment 5 reveal a gradient of recognition memory performance depending on the nature of the encoding task: memory performance was greatest for objects for which preference was rated, followed by objects where a colour judgement was made, and memory was lowest for objects that were named.

\(^5\) The same pattern of results was obtained when colour-change target-lure pairs were analyzed separately.
These results are consistent with a depth of processing account, where retention depends on both the qualitative nature of the encoding task as well as the number of encoding tasks (Craik, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975).

Comparisons between study tasks must be interpreted with caution, as such conclusions are limited to the tasks being compared and the specific details of the tasks themselves. For example, colour judgements are assumed to be surface-level judgements that can be made after relatively rapid sensory-level analysis (Banks & Barber, 1977; Treisman & Gormican, 1988), and this may be particularly true in Experiment 5 where participants could squint their eyes and be unable to make out the shape of the object but would still be able to detect if colour is present or absent. However, asking participants to name the specific colour of an object may lead to more elaborative processing of the visual object features. Critically, if naming is automatic then the colour judgement task combines two study tasks: automatic naming and an explicit colour judgement. Thus according to depth of processing performance is better following colour judgements vs. naming regardless of the precise nature of the colour judgement because naming is only one automatic task, whereas a colour judgement involves naming plus a colour response.

Lupyan (2008) argues that depth of processing cannot account for the naming effect because it was obtained under conditions where study tasks were randomized and participants did not know which response was required until the image was no longer displayed. However, differences in depth of processing can still arise post-stimulus presentation - just because the image is no longer present does not mean encoding has terminated. In fact, differences in response times between
naming and preference were still observed under randomized study conditions in Lupyan (2008). In Experiment 5 although study tasks were blocked, there were significant differences in response times (recorded from the onset of the response probe) that match the pattern of subsequent memory performance and the predictions based on depth of processing: naming responses were fastest, followed by colour judgements, and preference judgements were slowest. If depth of processing manipulations only exert an influence on encoding when the stimulus is present, how do we account for these response time differences? Even if encoding has terminated when participants are making their response, these response time differences must still correspond with differences in processing at some level.

According to the representational shift hypothesis, performance should be worse for named objects compared to all other tasks, but there are no predictions about how performance should differ between other tasks. If anything, the representational shift hypothesis predicts no differences between other study tasks because depth of processing is assumed not to be involved. Moreover, the representational shift hypothesis cannot account for differences in study response times. Thus the results of Experiment 5 are more consistent with a depth of processing account than with the representational shift hypothesis.

**Experiment 6**

The representational shift hypothesis suggests that naming impairs recognition memory. However, if naming is automatic, then a depth of processing account suggests that memory differences between named objects and objects for
which preference judgements are made arise because preference judgements 
*enhance* memory - the strength of the memory trace is enhanced for objects for 
which preference is rated because this is a more effortful task compared with a task 
that is automatic and therefore less cognitively demanding. These competing 
predictions are tested in Experiment 6, where participants made two judgements 
for each object. In this experiment, there were two groups of subjects. One group 
named all objects in the study phase (primary naming group). On some trials, after 
the naming judgement was made participants were probed to respond about the 
location of the image (i.e. if the image was presented above or below fixation). 
Importantly, this location judgement does not require additional processing of the 
stimulus itself and is therefore a shallow processing task. On other trials, after the 
naming judgement participants were probed to make a preference judgement. A 
second group of subjects made preference judgements for all objects (primary 
preference group) and either made location judgements or named the object for the 
second judgement.

Predictions are illustrated in Figure 11. If naming impairs performance, as 
suggested by the representational shift hypothesis (Lupyan, 2008), then 
performance will be lower in all conditions where the object is named at study, 
regardless of whether naming is the first or second task, compared with the single 
condition where no naming response is made (preference judgement followed by 
location judgement; Figure 11, left panel). On the other hand, if preference enhances 
performance, as suggested by a depth of processing account, performance should be 
better when the second task is preference vs. location for the primary naming group,
because the preference judgement requires additional processing of the stimulus that is not required for the location judgement. In addition, if naming is automatic, then no additional processing of the stimulus should be required to generate a naming response, so naming and location judgements should have equivalent effects as secondary tasks, leading to no difference between conditions for the primary preference group (Figure 11, right panel). Therefore, both the representational shift account and depth of processing account predict a between-group interaction, but differ in the precise nature of this interaction.

Figure 11. Predicted recognition memory performance in Experiment 6 based on the Representational Shift Account (left) and Depth of Processing Account (right).
Methods

Participants

Twenty-four members of the Vanderbilt community (9 male; mean age 22.1 years) were given monetary compensation in exchange for participation. Participants were randomly assigned to either the primary naming (n = 12) or the primary preference group.

Stimuli

Stimuli were the same chairs and lamps used as target-lure pairs in Experiment 1. Images were sorted into four sets of 20 items (five target-lure pairs for each category). For each participant, one object set (counterbalanced) was designated as the critical second task object set.

Procedure

On each trial participants saw a picture of a chair or lamp presented above or below fixation for 300ms. Participants in the primary naming group were then probed to name the object, pressing one key for “chair” and another key for “lamp”. On 75% of the trials, they were then probed to indicate the location where the object was presented relative to fixation, pressing one key for “above” and another key for “below”. On 25% of the trials (critical second task trials), participants were probed to make a preference judgement following the naming response, pressing one key for “like” and another key for “dislike”. The procedure was identical for
participants in the primary preference group, except their first response was always to rate their preference for the object, and the naming response was only probed on 25% of the trials. Participants in each group knew which judgement they would always be making first (primary judgement), and although they were not informed of the exact proportion of location vs. critical second task trials, they were told that the location judgement would be probed more frequently.

For each response type, one response was made with the left hand, and the other response was made with the right hand. The same two keys were used for all response types. The response probes were the words "NAME?", "RATE?" or "PLACE?" printed in the center of the screen for the naming, preference, and location tasks, respectively. The response probes included the two response options on the bottom left and right of the probe image to remind participants which key to press for which response. Response keys assigned to each response were kept constant across participants. Because of the constant re-mapping of response keys, there was no response deadline.

Each object was presented twice during the study phase (once above fixation and once below fixation) for a total of 80 trials. The primary judgement was followed by a location judgement on 60 trials, and the primary judgement was followed by the critical second judgement on 20 trials.

The test phase was identical to the test phase in the previous experiments.
Results

*Study Data*

Accuracy on the naming task (whether performed first or second) and the location task were all above 96%. Preference judgements were more reliable when the preference judgement was the primary task (86.5%) compared with when the preference judgement was the second task (72.5%; $t_{22} = 2.510, p < .05$).

Table 4. *Correct Response Times (and Standard Deviations) Recorded from the Onset of the Response Probe for the First and Second tasks in Experiment 6.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Response Times (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First (Primary) Task</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>748.18 (145.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>844.54 (234.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Task</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>891.09 (140.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>1189.28 (300.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location (following naming)</td>
<td>720.32 (216.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location (following preference)</td>
<td>665.43 (99.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correct RTs recorded from the onset of the response probe for all primary and secondary tasks are reported in Table 4. Independent sample $t$-tests revealed that RTs for the primary task did not differ between groups. However, for the second response, preference judgements were significantly slower than naming
responses ($t_{22} = 3.114, p < .01$). Paired-sample $t$-tests showed that location judgements were significantly faster than either critical second task (preference second: $t_{11} = 13.706, p < .001$; naming second: $t_{11} = 21.883, p < .001$). The difference in RTs for the location task did not differ between primary task groups.

*Test Data*

Performance on the recognition memory test is plotted in Figure 12. A 2 x 2 mixed factors ANOVA on overall performance ($d'$) with within-subjects factor of Second Task and between-subjects factor of Primary Task revealed a significant main effect of Second Task, such that overall performance was worse when the second task was a location judgement compared with either naming or preference ($F_{1,22} = 29.336, p < .001$). Both the representational shift and depth of processing accounts predict an interaction between primary task and secondary task (see Figure 11). Although there was no significant interaction in $d'$, the representational account predicts that performance should be worse when the second task is naming vs. when the second task is location for the primary preference group. As can be seen from Figure 12, the opposite pattern of results was obtained, and performance for the primary preference group was actually *better* when the second task was naming vs. location ($t_{11} = 2.829, p = .016$). In contrast, the $d'$ results largely support the depth of processing account, because performance was better when the second task was preference vs. location for the primary naming group ($t_{11} = 4.942, p < .001$).
Figure 12. a) Overall performance (d’), b) hit rates and c) false alarm rates on the recognition memory test in Experiment 6 for all combinations of first (primary) and second study tasks. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals of the within-subjects effects.

The hit rate data also support a depth of processing account. A similar 2 x 2 mixed factor ANOVA conducted on hit rates revealed a main effect of Second Task ($F_{1,22} = 7.394, p = .01$). But, critically, there was also a significant Second Task x
Primary Task interaction ($F_{1,22} = 9.737, p < .01$). Paired-sample $t$-tests revealed that, in line with the predictions based on depth of processing, there was no difference in hit rates between the two second tasks (location and naming) when the primary task was preference, but hit rates were significantly lower for the location task vs. secondary preference task when the primary task was naming ($t_{11} = 4.280, p = .001$). Moreover, independent sample $t$-tests indicated that hit rates were lower for the location task when the primary task was naming vs. when the primary task was preference ($t_{22} = 3.537, p < .01$), while the hit rates on the critical second task trials (naming and preference) did not differ between groups. As can be seen in Figure 12, these results indicate that hit rates were the same for any condition where a preference judgement was made, but were lower for the single condition where no preference judgement was made (naming followed by location judgement).

Table 5.
Correct Response Times (and Standard Deviations) on the Recognition Memory Task in Experiment 6 for all Combinations of First and Second Study Task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First (Primary) Study Task</th>
<th>Second Study Task</th>
<th>Response Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>1299.44 (413.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>1326.05 (343.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>1412.79 (738.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>1199.90 (282.73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A similar ANOVA conducted on false alarm rates revealed more false alarms for the location task compared with either critical second task ($F_{1,22} = 13.081, p < .01$). Accordingly, there may not have been a between-subjects interaction in the $d'$ data because both groups had more false alarms for the location task, and thus lower $d'$ for the location task relative to the other second tasks.

Correct RTs did not differ between conditions (see Table 5).

**Discussion**

The results of Experiment 6 challenge the representational shift hypothesis: overall performance was actually *higher* for objects where the second task was naming vs. location judgement for the primary preference group, and hit rates were equivalent between these conditions, demonstrating that naming does not necessarily impair recognition memory. Instead, the results imply that performance differences between objects that are named and objects for which preference is rated arise because preference judgements *improve* recognition memory: hit rates were equivalent for any combination of study tasks that included a preference judgement, regardless of whether this was the first or second response; hit rates were lower for the single condition where no preference judgement was made (naming followed by location judgement). Taken together these results indicate that depth of processing provides a better account of the so-called naming effect than the representational shift hypothesis. Importantly, participants were not aware which second task they would be performing until after making their first response, well
after the stimulus was no longer displayed, so these results cannot be due to
differences in strategic encoding.

In addition, the hit rate data in Experiment 6 support the hypothesis that
naming is a relatively automatic task – for the primary preference group adding a
naming response did not produce quantitatively different results from adding a
location judgment, a task which did not require additional processing of the
stimulus itself. These results are consistent with a number of studies showing that
participants tend to spontaneously use a verbal encoding strategy for pictures when
faced with simple short term memory tasks (e.g., Coltheart, 1999; Simons, 1996;
Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000), and studies suggesting that pictures of objects
automatically activate their names (e.g., Meyer & Damian, 2007; Meyer et al., 2007);
if participants are implicitly naming the study object anyways, the actual naming
task, like the location task, does not require any additional effort or processing of
the stimulus.

In summary, Chapter 4 provides evidence against the hypothesis that naming
reduces recognition memory by shifting the representation of the object stored in
memory towards the category prototype because it was demonstrated that naming
does not necessarily impair recognition memory performance at all. Instead, the
experiments in Chapter 4 support a simpler explanation for the observed difference
in recognition memory between objects that are named and objects for which
preference is rated: preference judgements enhance recognition memory because
this is a more effortful task compared to naming which is relatively automatic,
consistent with a depth of processing account.
Lupyan (2008) proposed that overtly naming objects impairs subsequent recognition memory because the representation of the object is altered by top-down feedback invoked by the category name. This leads to a reduced hit rate for named objects because the same object shown at test no longer matches the representation stored in memory. Although the notion that conceptual information feeds back and influences lower-level processes is intriguing and has certainly been convincingly demonstrated in other studies (e.g., Curby, Hayward & Gauthier, 2004; Gauthier, James, Curby & Tarr, 2003; Goldstone, 1994; Mitterer et al., 2009), the experiments in my dissertation challenge this interpretation of the data presented by Lupyan (2008).

Chapter 3 demonstrated that overt naming is not necessary to obtain the pattern of results used to support the representational shift hypothesis: processing objects at the basic-level in the absence of an explicit naming response also led to a decrease in hits relative to objects for which preference judgements were made. In fact, processing objects at the basic-level led to performance that was quantitatively the same as naming.

Chapter 4 provided evidence that depth of processing better accounts for the difference in recognition memory for objects that are named vs. objects for which preference is rated: patterns of performance were consistent with predictions based
on depth of processing and the notion that preference judgements enhance performance. More importantly, Experiment 6 revealed that naming does not universally disrupt memory performance, providing a clear falsification of the representational shift hypothesis.

Finally, although a difference in memory performance following naming vs. preference judgements was obtained in all the experiments reported here, the typicality effects reported by Lupyan (2008) were never replicated (see Experiment 1 and Appendix A). That is, there was no significant difference in the correlations between typicality and hit rates based on study task in any experiment. In fact, in Experiment 5 the trend was in the opposite direction (the correlation between typicality and hit rate was significant for objects presented during preference blocks but not named objects). Importantly, despite the fact that Lupyan (2008) uses this typicality effect as evidence for the representational shift hypothesis, the same result could be used to support a depth of processing account that assumes that naming is automatic: atypical objects may be more strongly associated with their subordinate-level name (Jolicoeur et al., 1984), so calling an atypical object by its basic-level name may be more effortful, leading to better performance for atypical objects. Thus the typicality results are not exclusively indicative of representational shift. Furthermore, there may be several reasons why I failed to replicate the typicality effects reported in Lupyan (2008), such as differences in the range of typicality in our stimulus sets (particularly in Experiment 3) and lack of power when more study tasks were used (Experiment 3 and Experiment 5), that are not theoretically important. However, one avenue for future work is to specifically test
the shift-to-prototype aspect of the representational shift hypothesis that the correlation between typicality and hit rates is used to support.

**Why No Differences in False Alarms?**

The depth of processing account proposed in Chapter 4 is contingent on naming being automatic (e.g., Coltheart, 1999; Schiano & Watkins, 1981; Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000). This was also supported by the results of Experiment 6, where adding a naming response produced quantitatively the same performance as making a location judgement, even though determining location does not require additional processing of the study object itself. Interestingly, the automaticity of naming may explain why the memory effects in these experiments are in hit rates but not false alarm rates, a critical aspect of the representational shift hypothesis according to Lupyan (2008). The false memory literature typically finds that categorical processing influences false alarm rates when lures come from the same category as targets because of coarse or gist encoding (Koutstaal et al., 2003; Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004). However, if naming is automatic then all objects presented during study in recognition memory tasks are implicitly named. Thus, categorical effects may be equivalent for both objects that are named and objects for which preference is rated because both are named (and thus categorized) to the same extent, resulting in no difference in false alarms between these conditions. Indeed, in the first study of false memory for pictures Koutstaal & Schacter (1997) made this assumption. In this study, participants rated their preference for pictures on a five-point scale. The general finding was that false
memory for studied items increased as category size at study increased. The authors suggested that this may occur because “…the studied items may have been named more readily…” (p. 570). In other words, effects of category size were presumed to occur due to implicit naming/categorization during a preference judgement task. Whether equivalent false alarm rates between study conditions is due to implicit naming could be investigated in future work using verbal interference manipulations. If naming is prevented or reduced during the preference judgement blocks, more false alarms may be observed for named objects. Future work can also investigate the extent to which the automaticity of naming influences recognition memory by comparing performance following naming to performance following passive viewing. On the one hand the act of overtly generating a response, even one where the response itself is relatively automatic, may increase processing beyond passive viewing, but it is equally possible - and would certainly be a challenge for the representational shift hypothesis – if naming and passive viewing did not differ.

Implications for Names & Naming

Rather than asking what happens when we call objects by their names, the experiments presented in my dissertation suggest that we should instead be asking what is the consequence of always calling objects by their names. There are several studies that demonstrate that objects are automatically named (e.g., Coltheart, 1999; Sciano & Watkins, 1981; Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000), and many studies assume this to be the case (e.g., Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997; Koutstaal et al., 2003; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000). Yet the potential influence of nameable stimuli and phonological
variables are often ignored. For example, a recent fMRI study sought to explore whether there are separate processing regions for perception of form and texture in the ventral stream (Cant, Arnott & Goodale, 2009). However, the object shapes were novel (and therefore had no known names), but participants were exposed to the textures with names prior to the experiment. Thus the two features of interest differed in whether or not participants could name them and this could have influenced their results.

In addition, studies that make claims about conceptual categories influencing perception need to test whether these effects actually arise due to having names that are automatically accessed. For example, Lupyan, Thompson-Schill & Swingley (in press) found that participants took longer to say that the letters “B” and “b” were not physically identical (compared with “B” and “p”) when the letters were presented sequentially. They suggested that this effect is due to the fact that “B” and “b” are perceptually more similar because they are from the same conceptual category. However, an alternative explanation is that both “B” and “b” automatically activate the same name, and this match at the phonetic level conflicts with the mismatch at the perceptual level, leading to interference in producing the required “different” response (cf. Posner, 1978).

The present results focus on naming at the basic-level, and certainly the basic-level is the level at which we parse the world because it is the most informative and efficient (Rosch et al., 1976). However, objects can be named at different levels of abstraction. For example, while I consider all of my stimuli chairs and lamps, someone who works at Ikea might call each chair by its unique name:
Poang, Ektorp, and so on. One question for future work is whether overtly naming objects at a level of abstraction beyond the basic-level influences performance, and whether subordinate or superordinate level names can become automatically activated in the same way as basic-level names. Indeed, atypical exemplars are more readily named at the subordinate level (Jolicoeur et al., 1984), and a behavioral hallmark of perceptual expertise is the entry-level shift, where subordinate-level names are accessed as rapidly as basic-level names (Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). With expertise are both the basic-level and subordinate-level names automatically activated in response to objects? Do both types of names influence performance equally? Although a recent study suggests that individuation is sufficient to produce perceptual expertise without learning individual names (Bukach, Vickery, Kinka & Gauthier, under revision), this only suggests that names are not necessary for the acquisition of perceptual expertise, and does not rule out the possibility that subordinate-level names do contribute to performance in real-world experts when they are available.

The idea that pictures of objects automatically evoke their names and that the level of naming (basic vs. subordinate) can depend on typicality and expertise is consistent with the idea that automatic processing biases are the result of experience associating different tasks with different categories of objects (Wong, Palmeri & Gauthier, 2009). But what about automatic responses to objects that are not names? On the one hand automatic naming may be no different than another type of automatic response that arises due to experience associating that response with an object or category of objects. For example, there is both behavioral and
neural evidence that action affordances are automatically activated when pictures of objects are viewed (e.g., Ellis & Tucker, 2000; Grezes, Tucker, Armony, Ellis & Passingham, 2003; Tucker & Ellis, 2000); experience reaching for and grasping objects automatically prepares the appropriate action response. However, the developmental studies reviewed in Chapter 1 suggest that verbal labels have a special status in infant category learning, and this advantage for category labels appears to persist into adulthood (e.g., Lupyan et al., 2007; Yamauchi & Markman, 2000). Thus, it may be that verbal responses to objects – names – maintain a special status throughout the lifespan, and naming objects is an automatic response that differs from other learned automatic responses.

**General Implications for The Study of Memory**

The experiments in Chapter 4 demonstrating that an effect originally attributed to a naming-specific mechanism can be accounted for by depth of processing speaks to a larger issue in the study of memory. Although it is tempting to propose hypotheses that are task-specific to account for memory differences, long-established general principles of memory should not be overlooked. For example, the research on the verbal overshadowing effect bears many similarities to the work presented here in this respect. The verbal overshadowing effect refers to the finding that verbally describing a face interferes with later identification of that face. The initial explanation for this effect was that verbalization led to the formation of a verbally recoded memory representation (Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). Similar to the representational shift hypothesis, decreased
Identification accuracy was thought to arise because this recoded memory representation would no longer match the target item when presented at test. However, follow-up work suggested that this effect – initially described in terms of modified representations – occurs because verbalization produces a general processing shift away from the non-verbal processing operations that are critical to face recognition (see Schooler, 2002, for a review), an explanation that is consistent with the transfer appropriate processing framework. Like the verbal overshadowing effect, decreased memory for named objects can be accounted for by a general principle of memory rather than a task-specific explanation.

**Conclusion**

Names have been shown to impact various aspects of performance in both perceptual and cognitive tasks: names influence perception (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2006; 2008; Goldstein & Davidoff, 2008; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Roberson et al., 2000; 2008), visual search (e.g., Lupyan, 2008b; Lupyan & Spivey, 2008; Spivey et al., 2001), category learning (e.g., Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Colunga & Smith, 2002; Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Lupyan et al., 2007; Plunkett et al., 2008; Waxman & Markow, 1995; Woodward & Hoyne, 1999; Xu, 2002; Yoshida & Smith, 2005) and recognition memory (e.g., Koutstaal et al., 2003; Koutstaal & Cavendish, 2006; Lupyan, 2008; Musen, 1991). In many cases names may exert an influence on performance because they are automatically activated in response to objects (e.g., Meyer & Damian, 2007; Meyer et al., 2007), and people automatically name objects (e.g., Noizet & Pynte, 1976; Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000). I have shown that explicitly
calling objects by their names at study does not have a unique influence on memory performance in and of itself. Instead, naming leads to worse memory performance relative to other tasks because naming is an automatic instantiation of basic-level categorization and is thus a shallow processing task.
APPENDIX A

TYPICALITY EFFECTS AT TEST FOR EXPERIMENTS 2-6

Experiment 2

Typicality ratings were collected from a separate group of eight Vanderbilt Undergraduates (1 Male; mean age 19.1 years). The procedure for collecting typicality ratings was the same as Experiment 1 with the exception that each item was only presented once.

Average typicality was 2.66 for exemplar lure pairs and 2.60 for state lure pairs and this difference was not significant.

The correlations between typicality and hit rate and typicality and false alarm rate are plotted in Figure 13. Typicality correlated with both average hit rate ($r_{80} = -.315$, $p < .01$) and average false alarm rate ($r_{80} = .269$, $p = .016$). Curiously, the direction of these correlations is the opposite of the previous experiments and what would be expected based on previous work: hit rates were higher for typical objects, and false alarm rates were higher for atypical objects.

The correlation between typicality and hit rate was significant for objects for which preference was rated ($r_{80} = -.342$, $p < .01$) but not objects that were named ($r_{80} = -.173$). However, when typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict hit rates, the interaction between typicality and study task was not significant ($p > .3$).
The correlation between typicality and false alarm rate was significant for objects that were named ($r_{80} = .238, p < .05$) and the correlation approached significance for objects for which preference was rated ($r_{80} = .216, p = .054$). However, when typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict false alarm rates, the interaction between typicality and study task was not significant ($p > .6$).

![Figure 13](image)

*Figure 13.* Correlation between Typicality and Hit Rate (left) and Typicality and False Alarm Rate (right) for objects that were named (black circle, solid line) and objects for which preference was rated (white square, dashed line) during the study phase of Experiment 2.

**Experiment 3**

Typicality ratings were collected from a separate group of eight Vanderbilt University undergraduates (one male; mean age years 19.13 years). The procedure for acquiring typicality ratings was the same as Experiment 1.
Average typicality ratings for birds and dogs were 2.58 and 2.33, respectively. The difference in typicality ratings between birds and dogs was not significant.

![Typicality vs Hit Rate and False Alarm Rate](image)

*Figure 14. Correlation between Typicality and Hit Rate (left) and correlation between Typicality and False Alarm Rate (right) for objects presented during naming (black circle, solid black line), preference judgement (white square, dashed line) and category induction (gray triangle, solid gray line) study blocks in Experiment 3.*

Correlations between typicality and hit rate and correlations between typicality and false alarm rate are plotted in Figure 14. Typicality did not correlate with either average hit rate, nor did typicality correlate with hit rate for any study condition (naming: $r_{42} = -0.188$; preference: $r_{42} = 0.139$; category induction: $r_{42} = -0.225$). When typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to
predict hit rates the interaction between study task and typicality was not significant (p > .1).

Typicality did not correlate with average false alarm rate, nor did typicality correlate with false alarm rate for any study condition (naming: \( r_{42} = .154 \); preference: \( r_{42} = .070 \); category induction: \( r_{42} = -.083 \)). When typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict false alarm rates the interaction between study task and typicality was not significant (p > .5).

Experiment 4

Typicality ratings were obtained in the same manner as Experiment 1 from a different group of eight Vanderbilt Undergraduates (4 male; mean age 21.3 years).

Average typicality ratings for chairs and lamps was 2.93 and 2.91, respectively. The difference in typicality ratings for chairs and lamps was not significant.

Correlations between typicality and hit and false alarm rates for category-matching and exemplar-matching are plotted in Figure 15. Typicality did not correlate with average hit rates (\( r_{40} = .011 \)), nor did typicality correlate with hit rates for objects presented in the category-matching (\( r_{40} = .259 \)) or exemplar-matching (\( r_{40} = -.108 \)) blocks. When typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict hit rates the interaction between study task and typicality was not significant (p > .3).

Typicality correlated with average false alarm rates (\( r_{40} = -.345, p < .05 \)) such that false alarm rates were higher for more typical objects. This correlation was
significant for objects presented during exemplar-matching ($r_{40} = -.319, p < .05$) and approached significance for objects presented during category-matching ($r_{40} = -.295, p = .064$). When typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict false alarm rates, the interaction between study task and typicality was not significant ($p > .7$).

**Figure 15.** Correlations between Typicality and Hit Rate (left) and Typicality and False Alarm Rate (right) for objects presented during category-matching and exemplar-matching study blocks in Experiment 4.

**Experiment 5**

Typicality ratings were the same as those used in Experiment 1

The correlations between typicality and hit rate and typicality and false alarm rates are plotted in Figure 16. Typicality did not correlate with average hit rate or average false alarm rate. Moreover, when typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict hit rates, the interaction between
study task and typicality was not significant ($p > .3$). Interestingly, however, in contrast to previous experiments, the correlation between hit rate and typicality was significant for preference objects ($r_{40} = .338, p < .05$) but not named objects ($r_{40} = .137$) or objects for which colour judgements were made ($r_{40} = -.046$). False alarm rates were not correlated with typicality for any study task, nor was the interaction between study task and typicality significant when typicality was entered as a covariate to predict false alarm rates ($p > .9$).

![Figure 16. Correlations between Typicality and Hit Rate (left) and correlations between Typicality and False Alarm Rate (right) for objects presented during the naming (black circle, black solid line), preference judgement (white square, dashed line) and colour judgement (gray triangle, gray line) study blocks in Experiment 5.](image)

**Figure 16.** Correlations between Typicality and Hit Rate (left) and correlations between Typicality and False Alarm Rate (right) for objects presented during the naming (black circle, black solid line), preference judgement (white square, dashed line) and colour judgement (gray triangle, gray line) study blocks in Experiment 5.

**Experiment 6**

Typicality ratings were the same as those used in Experiment 1.
Due to the manner in which object sets were assigned to conditions, there were not enough data points per object to calculate correlations for the naming/preference secondary tasks and the location secondary task separately. When hit and false alarm rates were combined for both secondary tasks for each primary task group (see Figure 17), the correlation between average hit rate and typicality approached significance ($r_{40} = .299, p = .061$). Although the correlation between typicality and hit rate was significant for the primary naming group ($r_{40} = .325, p < .05$) but not the primary preference group ($r_{40} = .178$), when typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict hit rates, the interaction between primary task and typicality was not significant ($p > .3$).

![Figure 17](image_url)

*Figure 17. Correlation between Typicality and Hit Rates (left) and correlation between Typicality and False Alarm Rate (right) for objects where the primary study task was naming (black circle, solid line) or where the primary study task was preference judgements (white square, dashed line) in Experiment 6.*
Average false alarm rate did not correlate with typicality. Although the correlation between typicality and false alarm rate approached significance for the primary preference group ($r_{40} = -.309$, $p = .053$) but not the primary naming group ($r_{40} = -.112$), the interaction between typicality and primary task group was not significant when typicality was entered as a covariate in a general linear model to predict false alarm rates ($p > .2$).
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